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aburab Ettning
VOL. XXII NO.91

PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY EVENING, OCTOliElt 17, 1907

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

NOBLE BOA TWRIGHT DRINKS Some Political Gossip of the Local Campaign and
ILLINOIS CENTRAL ELECHON IS
POISON WHILE BEING LED BY
What the Committees of Both Parties are Doing HELD TODAY IN CHICAGO AND
THE POLICE 10 THE PATROL
THE STRUGGLE IS VIGOROUS
Was Drinking and quarreled
With His Sweetheart. Who
Caused His Arrest For Driving Her From Her Home—
Dies Before Doctor Can Be
Reached

Col. J. E. Potter Gets Another Lemon From Democratic Corn •
mittee After He Has Been Elected President of the School
Board—Charles Graham is Probably Slated for city Auditor
if Toni Harrison is Fleeted—How Committees are Working
Since Registrat ion Has Shown Them Where They Stand.

WILL POOL ENGINES.
Effective at once, enginew on
the rulton, Paducah mid Louisville districts of the Illinois Central. freight eerviee,
iii .be
"pooled," and in the nwo,e the
road hopes to siave its engineers.
"Pooling' engines is assigning
them to engineers in order. "The
first iii-tirst out" plan. which has
been ,In fort
g conductors,
eel nee apply to l'Hgilwer%, who
will tele out any engine that
happens' to lw ready for service
when they are called for their
fur,). and %ill not remain elth
• engine, to jot OW MI it whenever It is ordered out. Engineers
have been known to remain on
their engine. during eneentile
rune Iii it
du) :Ind repeat
It the steel day. !eon's. engineeri hate made 41204) and
e
pet
ii,
The view arrange.
meet eel cut ghost* engineers'
earnings.

Was Postponed From Yesterday and
Harriman and Fish Were Ready

Both parties now have their local would be auditor in ease Tom Harritickets full. There were two coun- son is elected mayor. and the precilmanic vacancies on the Republi- vailing opinion le that Charles Gracan ticket. C. C. Duvall was placea ham is slated for that important
on the ticket in the First ward aud berth. The most active and enthuDespondent from drink and quarT. E. Ford, the well known feed siastic supporters .Mr. Harrison has
rels with his sweetheart. Nob:e Boatdealer, was nominated to succeed are the Gramme' and their personal
wright, a cooper, killed himself last
evening between 7 and 8 o'clock be
Mr. Samuel Hill. who withdrew from interest in the campaign has done
something to create the impression.
the ticket in the Fifth.
drinking carbolic acid. tie was under
Chicago, Oct. 17.—No election 4,1 counting on the shares, affected by
arreet when he drank the poison, but
There was only one vacancy on Certain it is that friends and well
directors had been accomplished 14., !titbit. Ball's decision today, the
patrolmen did not realize his purpose
the Democratic ticket. That was In wishers of Mr. Kirkland. who have
total
the Illinois Central at noon today. ite the. tote is 663,0.9
in time to save him. The patrol
the school board and Mr. Ben Weill. inquired. have been unable to get
eitarea.
E.
H.
Harriman,
Stuyvesant
and
Fish
Based upon previous meetings of the
wagon was summoned and the youne
W5s nominated to fill a vacancy in any satisfaction out of Mr. Harrison,
John Jacob Astor are the retiring Illinois Central
man hurried down for medical treat
the Second ivied, caused by resigna- regarding the office.
railroad, the estimembers
and they seek re-election. A mate was that approximately
A Bitter Campalgu.
ment. but he expired in the paten
tion of Ashley Robertson. This nomiIthoemist
vacancy was caused by the death of
"We have 400 illegal Republican
wagon before the physicians were
snares would not be voted. This, in
nation rather complicates the school
C. B. %Yelling. Harriman and Fish
reached.
the opinion of the attorneys in the
board Hittite:on in the Second ward, registrations" Is the word the Demoare struggling for control of the
which has had a hard time keeping cratic campaign committee is sending
case, would leave a erohabl.• repreBoatwright had been keeping comboard.
Harriman
has
ben enjoined
a representative on the board. Cot out to voters by mail. It is believed
pany with Mrs. Mettle Dicker) of 914
from voting the Union Pacific stock. sentation of 563.669 shares at the
Caldwell street, and yesterday while
J. E. Potter, president of the board. this aesereloa. _ and eeletorlals in the
!meeting.
The
meeting of the Illinois Central
was elected by the hoard itself to News-Democrat in tbs. guise of news
intoxicated he went to her house sevstockholders
,
which
was
en
called
the
at
front
page,
hinting
at exceseral times and quarreled with her.
succeed Mr. Robertson, and his tern:
Clerk Gets Sample Ballot.
noon yesterday, was finally adjourned
Patrolman Henry Singery was sum-I
will expire this full. It was expected iile registration, are designed to
Ceunty Clerk Hiram Smedley thu.
late
in
the
afternoon
create suspicion in the liable mind,
until 9 o'clock
moned and emit time expelled the
by his friends, of course, when a
morning received a sample ballot alitt
E. H. HARRIMAN,
this morning. No tote on the direch at wholesale frauds and intentyoung man from the neighborhood
vacancy occurred on the ticket that
instructions how he shall have ballots
(letters
was
tors(
to
then
be
taken.
resortte1
to.
delay
The
a
is
was
Frankat the request of the woman. Last
he would be given a place; but Mr.
printed for the state election,
lin iount, may be accepted as flier.
caused by the inability' of three elecevening shortly after 6 o'clock BoatDavis is a candidate again and Cie'purging'
the
.
of
inspectors,
tion
registration.
who were appointed
wright reappeared and took Polleesonel Potter. with his usual political
'Roy Is V.phytiated.
Republican committeemen say they
to act as a committee on credentials
elon of the woman's house. She went
fortune, is left in the cold.
Ky . Oct 17 1St/eche
have been exceedingly particular
in considering the praxes to finish —While
next dour and telephoned for the
The funeral of Hon. Lorenzo Dow
writting a lett•r 'to
his
about
the
Republican
vote
and
have
their
work.
'
Husbands, veteran jurist who died
The (shy Auditor.
brother Otto Alberts. lb ears
stopped
former
eon',
hots,
who
have
Adjournment wee talk, n after an was
Patrolmen John McCune and Jake i,Vednteiday afternoon at 3 o'clock
asphyxiated by illunenating gas
of • No inure important clerical office
earnest tilt between William Nelson
Bottee went to the house. They found general debility after a lingering Ill- exitte In the city than that of auditor, not been restored to)calzenship, in
several
instances. They also are inBoatwright in possession. Placing ness, will be helcrTriday
cromwell,
Mr.
Harriman's
leading
afternoon a position Mr. Alex Kirkland has been vestigating record., and
le Wanted at Metropolis.
numerous
him under arrest, they started for at 3 o'clock at the
irensel, and James A Patten, a
residence. 933 filling in a manner to win the admira- cases in ivhkb ex-convicts are regisMorris PuLian, alias Dan Dunlap
Barker's grocery. Ninth and C-aldwel. Jefferson street.
prominent niembt•r of the Chicago
The Rev. W. E. tion of members of the general coun- tered as Democrats, will be
exposed.
streets, to await the patrol wagon. Cave will
board of trade. Mr. Crontwell de- colored, was arrested this afternoon
conduct the services. The cil, and whoever hen tx•casion to call Several instances, where voters
by Patrolmen Cross and Johnson .as
livWhile going through the yard Patrolsired
that the meeting be adjourned
on
that
office for information con- ing on short
burial will be in Oak Grove cemetery
a fugitive from justice front Niter-4)1)streets in the outskirts.
man McCune observed Boatwright
cerning city affairs. The auditor has
Held
1% VI ‘4.20.3 at the point of a until s:30 late night, while Mr. Pat- We'.
Judge Husbands' fight against
have confused their numbers have
Ill. It le not known on what
take something from his pocket and
all fiscal tatters at his fingers' ends. been
brought to light, and the com- revolver. Alva Harper, a farmer of ten was set on having it taken until charge he is wanted and officers veil
place it to his lips. When McCun. death was a remarkable one. For Many people
this
9
morning.
have
been
the
Inquiring
county, was compelled to deliver
who mittees of both parties will have
come after hint tonight or tomorrow.
reached his side. Boatwright held a several weeks he lingered in a hopeThe total outstanding shares of
these matters straightened out be- all his cash. $33, to a footpad this
: retire. without a requisites:: small bottle, which the patrolman less coalition, rarely gaining conmorning between 2 and 3 o'clock the Illinois Central number 950,40.0.
fore election' time.
knocked from his hand. It was sciousness, and twice during his illBoth committees will he busy from near the Wallace park basebal:
marked "carbolic acrid" and whet) ness he Was thought to have died:
now
on, and this premises to be the grounds. Harper was corning to tlt
but
stimulants
was
reached the young
the grocery
administered by phybest organized catnpaign ever fought city when accosted by the footpae
man toppled over and lay on the sicians prolonged his life. For the
As soon as posmible he telephoned le
through in this city.
ground. muttering unentelligibly.
last three days he was kept alive enThe Hague, Oct. 17.--The Hague
police headquarters and reported,
He was placed in the patrol, and tirely by stimulants.
Peace' conference will end Saturday.
but It was out of the city limits. The
Clem Whittemore Metaled.
at Fourth and Broadway. Dr. Horace
Delegates will sign the final act toThe eaduetth Bar aesoelatIon will
footpad Is described as being black,
Clem
Whittemore. formerly of
T, Rivers made an examination and meet to pass
morrow and affix their names to vat
of medium build and height and
resolutions of respect
Graves county but now an officefound life extinct. The body was
, is cenventIons Saturday-. They e
and honor.
wearing a light hat.
holder at Frankfort uncle- the Becksent by Coroner Frank Eaker to the
Len
(110.
Following are pallbearsds selected
ham administration, who Is stationed
Mattil-Efinger morgue.
to attend the boay: Active—A. J.
Noble Boatwright was born in PaIn Paducah for the campaign, slated
Decker. 0. L. Gregory. D. H. Hughes,
ducah 31 years ago, and followed the
this morning that the loeal situation
Louisville
Oct.
;i
Special)—.
Museoe
Burnett. J. C. Flournoy. T.
trade of cooper, He had been maris
entirely satisfactory to him, and
By
a
vote
of
430
the Kentucky grand
Patrolmen William Joanson and
ried to a daughter of Vialliam South L. Crke, R. B. Phillips end J. a lodge of
"The most perfect orgenization In
Masons adopted as an amend expressed confidence in the eleetion
Mocquot.
Frankfort. Oct. IT
several tears ago. He leaves a
(Special.) Casper
Jones may sue M. C. Reasons
the
of
city
ticket.
ment to the constitution a resolution
history of the Dark Tobacco The court of appeals today
the
Honcrary—
W. M. Reed, William
mother, Mrs. Fannie Boatwright, whp
Dyer
of
reversed
county,
Tenn.,
malicious
for
"The eituation in Padticah looks
offered by James E. NVIlhe:m. of PaPlanters'
Protective association" was (lye judgment of the McCeacken cirresides with her daughter, Mrs. Marble, L. M. Rieke, James Camp- ducah.
prosecution. Reasons made charges
fine
and
look
I
for
an
old-time
prohibiting
Deinthe
entrance
into
the statement of Mr. John M. Allen cuit court, awarding Minnie Burradell
Charles Schmaus, at Lone Oak. three bell, Sr.. E. W. Bagby, J. Q. Taylor, the order
of any person engaged In ()cried: majority." he said. "The of robbery against the patrolmen sev- Of Guthrie, Ky., district organizer
and W
it -ry.
brothers. Metiers. Louis. Frank and Jane".
and $2eilet for injuries received in a
the liquor business. It becomes ef- registration shows p entirely satis- eral w..ks ago, and after an investprominent in the councils of the itirs0- street car accident.
John Boatwright. lad two sisters.
igation
the
board
feetIve upon incorporation into the factory and the good lend already
of fire and pollee
elation managers. this morning, when
Mrs. Schramm and another in Sherconstitution today. All who are shown will be increased by the relate commissitmers cleared the patrolmen.
asked what he thought of the oution, Tenn.
making a living out of the sale of (ration of a windier of voters, alio
look for the success of tile association
Boatwright is said to have been
liquor are it:eluded, meaning dietill- were preveuted from registering"
this year.
keepiag company with the 'Vickery
erg land barkepers. Men employed
Mr. Whittemore Is also of the opinwoman three years. She is a dressam confident that tie per cent of
by dietillerhee if not engaged In the ion that the Democrats
Seoul. Korea, Oct 17.--Now that
have a eplenmaker, and has stewed for many famthe crop is under the control of the
actual sale of liquor are not included. did organization
over the district.
eir.
the Crown Prince Yohlto. of Japan,
J. Rigby • a pap ei hanger of
ilies in Paducah. When Boatwriglit
association, and what was not pledged
Paducah. has received notiee front
biegan drinking she expelled him
has been sold, leaving the association i in Korea, his country-men here are
front her house. Only two days beOswego. New York, that he. is soon
alarmed, The prince appeares to be
in control of practically all the crop
fore Boatwright swallowed the Pel
disturbed over threats *gainst him.
4404Iiiteitsetae.:•t'etat 4006 to come into possession of $10,01)0
for the present year."
son she told him that she was going
worth of New York real estate thee
Rumors are current of a plot to asMr. Allen was here conferring sassinate
to leave today for the east to reside
the royal
visitor. Many
Ci has been bequeathed to him by Wil- with the county manageri
today, ar- Inspects were arrested.
with relatives.Magisttate Charles W. Emery this
int Little Iihr.t”. Who recently died
details
Tor
ranging
the
final
disputePatrolman John -McCune lb hand- mornine issued a *arrant for the ar- 90
Oswego. rrttio,r
bleat ification
47:
ling the bott:e got some of the avid rest of 1V. S O'Brien, menager of a
'Dere hest. been forwarded and Mr. thin of last year's business and
on his hands. lie secured !ottani to storage warehouse on South Third ID ea *
*
*
gby ex114.0* to reefive title to the looking toward the handling and sale
of the new crop, which will soonebe
eounterac4 the burns and suffered lit street, charging hint with converting
property in a few days.
tie. Boatwright stole the acid front &Is bags of Jupiter
coming in10 market. When asked
•
brand peanuts to
Murray. Ky., Oct. 17. (Speciale m cigar or 10.%'is en In Ike city, as th
Alitleay, K. Oct. 17. (Special.)—.
the mantel In the Dickery woman's
what was the principal reason for
his own use. The warrant Was issued
The opponents of the law now in law prohibits the sale of anything on
house.
Kentuckyphenomenal
the
synod of the Snetherit
suceeits
of
the
planton an affidavit made by 0. B. Wearen
Sunday unless It be "medicine for
Mrs. Dieicery Giese Away.
ers' association. he said:
"The Presbyterians. adopted a resolution,
manager of the Scudder-Gale-Wearen force in this city, . prohibiting cows
Today it-developed that Boatwright caffhpany,
the sick or :trete necessary -to bury
--- staunch loyalty of the farmers who providing for filling virraut•ies on tee—
of Cairo. III. Wearen from running at large, claisite to have
took his own life because Mrs. DickNew York, Oct. -17.--Au amalga- entered the association with a de- Central Cniverssity board of trustees',
dead."
makes affidavit that lett bags of pea- won a victory at the recent mass the
mation of the Order of Railway Con- termluntiann to elicit to it until they by members of the board themselves.
CI) was making preparations to leave
nuts were delivered to the warehouse
ineetnig held to nominate a ticket
for Woonsocket. Rhode island, her
ductors and the Brotherhood of Ball- were given what was Nell+ dug. them It wtti beeome effeetive upon adopto be held until ordered eelivered by
brother, Lee Bridges, a well known
eay Trainmen into a compact union Of course, the association has had tion also by the northern, synod at
th owners, the Cairo firm. of which for city council, and say that whet,
printer, who formerly worked on Pawhich ic3 to take in all the conductors, wise management and leadership. hut Owenshoro next week
the
nominated
Men
elected
are
manager;
he is
and that ett bags were
flagmen, brakemen and baggagenten suretse would have been Imposeabla
ducah papers, having sent her money shipped. Subsequentl
y an order for which t regarded as certain, the obemployed on the railroads of the without the hearty co-operation of
to pay her railroad fare to that city. delivery of The
remaining 50 bags noxious law will be repealed at the
United Slates and Mexico is expected the farmers_ Another fact of much
Mrs. Dickery left at noon today for was made,
MORE
but O'Brien failed to de- first meeting of the new council. The
Woonsocket. While talking of the
to
be the result of a national conven- importance is that tbe tobacco has
men
nominated
for
the rew council
liver the goods, saying that he had
suicide at the station, she said: "Altion of railroad employes which open- been honestly prized and
graded
no peanuts in his possesion. The are said to also favor a modification
Several had silver dollars appearthough Boatwright had v arned me peanuts are valued at $325.
ed today in the Broadway Central This has given the buyer, confidence
of the present "lid law" in force.
ed again at the market this mornieg.
hotel.
that if I did not change my mind
in the association.
Mr. O'Brien appeared before Mag- which prohibits the sale of any artithe line time the counterfeit money
about going away he would kill him- istrate Emery this morning at 11:3•0 cle of merchandise In the city on Sun"The system of prizing anti grading has reached the avenues of -trade in
self. I did not believe he meant bt. o'clock.
In use has been such that Pip. tobaeca) several weeks. The dollars are the
when he heard of the war- day. Since the law has been in force
THE WEATHER.
tie was not drinking to excess yes- rant, and- surrendered. Mr.
Washington. 1). C., Oce I7.—There
le placed on the market under nitteh came kind of spurious coin that has
A. S it has been Impossible to buy even a
terday. but rieereed greatly worsie Thompson became his surety, and he
better conditions titan the Independ- been in valet:fittest around the city
are Indicatloisethat somebody wants
anti begged me to-stay. Finally, he will be tried Tuesday morning.
ent tobacco buyer can do.
the scalp of another river pilot, and
for 9tt‘eral months. and it is believed
got mad and attacked me. I called
Mr. Allen has been active in the that Kane out. is s)sit-tuatIcally placthat there may be a suspension of the
It is stated that O'Brien is Innocent
Abe police, and When Mr. Singery of shy charge, and that he will show
work of organizing the growers and ing the bad mom•y in circulattene
pilot's license, as was done after a
came, I asked him to take Boat' that
to his foresight and judgment tnueh The counterfeit dollars are mach
peremptory
order
the Southern Pearett company,
by
the
president
in
St. Louis, Ore 17.—If weather is
wright away.
credit Is given by his associates. He lighter than the genuine anti can .'as.which stores peanuts in his warehouse favorable three balloons
the case of Capt. Clarence L. Nichwill be sent
"That was in the afternoon and shipped the .rairo firm's
is a forceful and witty speaker, and fly be detected by the weight, though
olls, of the steambbat Fred liartweg
peanuts up in a practice trial
late
this afterabout 6 o'clock last night he came away
aside 'from his logic, is a splendid the .culnage has a good appearance. Roosevelt's
on
Mr.
by mistake.
journey
toward
noon. J. McCoy and Captain Chandler
back and broke in the door. I ran
entertainer. He has made a number
will ascend for an all night flight in the Louisiana cane brakes. Charges
to a neighbor's and called the pollee.
of speeches In McCracken county durhave been filed against Capt. Mark
the
States
United
signal
service
balI did not see hint take the acid."
ing the present season and is popular
Cole, master of the steamer DIA
loon.
Officer Singery and the ether police
here,
Fowler,.whiele like Cala. Nicholls'
officers' say that she begged them not
vessel, was following the president
Dr. Stokeley Payne, 91 years old
to lock Boatwright up but to keep
Cincinnati, 0.. Oct. 1: --When t.
and his party.
died at La Center today. He formerhim away from her house 'until she 108; corn. 70%: oats, 56 es
In the latter case the charges stand
ly lived here.
could get away from tewn.
in the name of Commander Von 1.0
Dr. Payne came to Paducah in
Diekery has a bright looking little
AlF, and Mrs. D. W. Coons and Mr zer. in charge oi the lighthone
Senithiand. Ky., Oct. 17. (Special.) 1S5S and built on a timber tract
girl about Seven years old.
and Mrs. Lawrence Baser. formerly steamer Lilly. commander Von Dit
--Helen Love. the 12-year old daugh- through the site of which Madison
This afternoon at the city hall
of this city, figured in a railroad zer is a naval officer and the Lily
ter of Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Love, and street runs. Dr. Payne was born In
Coroner Frank Eaker Is holding an
Poitehkeepsite N. Y., Ott. 17...— wreck in tho far west but escaped in- one of the convoys+ of the steamer oi
granddaughter of C. B. Davis, died Culpeper county. Va.. and Was reared
inquest into Boatwright's death.
jury.
They
were
en
route
to
Los
Roosevelt
Sweet Marie and Major Delmar, trotwas traV,eling.
which Mr.
hero thls morning of pneumonia, fol- In Tennessee. He practieed In TenThe coroner's jury brought ie a ters.
which met at Allentown, Pa.. Angeles, (ial.. front Salt hake City
lowing
an attack of croup, lier nt•seee, Indiana and Christian county
verdict of death by sulettle.
when
Die train was derailed. Tbey
Yeeteraity, where Sweet Marie went
rapt ,Cele has been campletely •'father' was In Texas add 0114 tele- befere rotting here. His Mini wife.
The funeral is being held this af- •easIlv,
*Ill meet again, nett( srueedee were jostled about but other than generated by the people on his boat
Pal,' tonight and Friday: nestleved. emptied for. She Is it niece of. Ma 'Mrs. Nannie Stanfield Payne. died
ternoon at the residence of tcJ., at the Hudson
River Delviug park bruises Were 'not _hurt-. -The Pine ind Mra lianndersi Fowler. who wit- inglemperat
inte. prtaudily cooler Fri- Cade Davis and of Mrs. W. H. San- here 10 years ago. Dr Payne died at
Verner, 1:126Bouth Third street. The here. They will trot a match race heft here more. than a week
ago to lo- nessed the incident, is perfectly sat- day. Highest
temperature yesterday, dens, of Paducah, and has many rela- the htimilllo Of his son, Dr. Stokely
burial Will be in Oak Grove cemetery. for $6,000.
cate in Los Angeles.
e
isfied with Captain Cole's condeet.
70; lowest today, O.
tlyes there.
Payne.

Fight For Delay When Meeting was
Called to Order
r

JUDGE HUSBANDS
WILL BE BURIED
FRIDAY AT THREE

.44

4

FARMER HELD UP
BY ARMED FOOTPAD
ON COUNTRY ROAD

MASONS PUT BAN
ON LIQUOR TRADE
IN CONSTITUTION

MAY SUE FOR DAMAGES

WARRANT ISSUED
AGAIFST O'BRIEN
WAREHOUSEMAN

TOBACCO GROWERS
ARE ORGANIZED
BEST IN HISTORY

PEACE CONFERENCE ENDS.

BURRADELL CASE

PRINCE IN DANGER.

A NICE WINDFALL

Murray's Lid is On Too Tightly.

KENTUCKY SYNOD.

RAILWAY UNIONS.

I

CHARGES FILED
BY COMMANDER
OF TENDER LILY

BAD MONEY.

WATCH FOR BALLOON.

WAS NINETY ONE. ,

Grain Market.

D. W. COONS IN WRECK.

LITTLE HELEN LOVE.

MAJOR AND SWEET MARIE

I

•

THE•PADUCAR EVENING SUN.
ANY CITY MAY BID
Wilt honk maid Ictip goo'i
trot- two.ittiel2/mak ct,441)9,
FOR CONVENTION
- If it is Able to Furnish Neces1'/"1

THURSDAY, OCI'OBIS I t 17.

eseassettee

DRY UP UAW epoTie IN THE SKIN.
Itead How You Can Eradicate Those
Terrible Red splotsites Which
Itch and Torture You.

sary Accommodations

Money, t'onveution Hall and SleepRequired by Repubing It
lican Natiorial tecerintittee.

SEVERAL ARE AFTER MEETING.

Washington, D. C., Oct. 17.—Any
city which has $100,0110 to spare,
mith a hall seating from 7,000 to 10,adsquare hotel actrOte yet-sons.
commodations for 2.ene
delegates,
alternates and officers, plus MOOS) to
2,o,u00 visitors, and the whole surmounted with an adequate telegraph
service, can make a bid to- the next
Republican national convention with
a fair prospect of success.

•ri—r•r4r4

Those raw and burning spots In the
skin which make you scratch until
AT THE KENTUCKY.
you are almott mad with torture—
Sattteday—( matinee and night)
they can be dried up and the skin Porter J. White's "Faust."
will become as pure and white as ever
by the use tif the most simple external
Helen Grantly.
remedy known to medical science—a
In its review of "The Woman in
remedy made simple by the fact that the Case," which Helen Grantly is to
its basic ingredient is oil of winter- present at The Kentucky tonight, the
green. 'It Is a liquid remedy used ex- New York Herald says: "Clyde Fitch
ternally for Eczema, ring worm, bar- scored a dramatic hit and Helen
ber's.itch and other diseases of the Grantly a notable success in 'The
skin, sold under the name of D. D. D. Woman in the Case.' In the course
Prescription. This remedy instantly of the plot Miss Grantly't acting rose
kills the germs which cause the itch to one or two Impressive climaxes
We know that the instant you apply and was at all times interesting. The
a few drops of the D. D. D. liquid to oudience called her repeatedly before
that awful itching skin the agony is the curtain
with enthusiastic apgone—you are free front that Itch, plause." The production will be seen
soothed, cooled, refreshed—soon the here with all its wealth of detail preunsightly red spots with their nasty cisely as seen during its four months'
run et the Herald Square theater in
exudationa begin to disappear.
Read this letter from Mrs. J. W. New York in additiod'to engagements
Choate. of Carrolton, Wash., one of at five other Metropolitan theaters,
many thousands we have:
it is claimed.
"I am thankful that a cure has
been found for that terrible disease,
A Great Production.
No more magnificent production
eczema. Our little bey was tormented
veith eczema for two years. I sent scenically than the "Faust" of Porte:
for a sample of D. D. D. and it helped White, is to be seen on the road th him wonderfully. After using three season. The electrical effects are saii
bottles he is welLI cannot say enough to be beautiful and startling and aebi
for D. D. D. Today the child's skin greatly to the illusion of the classic
Is smooth and clean and I shall recon. drama, as prescribed by an excellent
mend D. D. D. to every sufferer with companyi of actors. The production
skin disease."
will be the bill at The Kentucky SatWhile we have not seen the origi- urday, matinee and nights
nal copy of Mrs. Choate's latter, we
are sure it is a genuine letter; for we
know that the D. D. D. Co. is constantly getting hundreds and hundreds of letters of endorsement from
those who have been cured by D. D.
D. We kmkw from people in our own
town how wonderfully D. D. D. helps TO ENLIGHTEN PUBLIS AS To
skin sufferers, and if you have any
RAILROAD'S BENEFICIENCE.
kind of skin trouble at all, drop into
our store and we will show you letters from those who have ben cured,
your own neighbors, perhaps, letters'Odd Plan Suggested By Rege to Hegain confidence of public of
giving Important news to skin sufferers. R. W. Walker & Co., Fifth and
.1111eriea.
Broadway.

The call for the meeting of the national committee will probably be issued during the latter part of this
week, when Chairman New arrives
In Washington and has a conference
with Secretary Elmer Dover, who is
already in town. If the usual custom is followed, the committee will
meet in this city somewhere about
the 6th or 7th of December, which
are the last two days of the week in
which the new congress meets.
aiany Cities Already Bidding.
It is not necessary for any city
which desires to have the convention
to file claims with the committee in
athance of the meeting. Representatives of most cities write to the secretary for information as td what
will be required. Their communications have enabled Secretary Dover to
make up a list of cities now known
to be moving In this direction, which
includes Chicago, St. Louis. Kansas
City, Denver, Seattle, Pittsburg and DUPONT, VICE HEAD OF
Atlantic City, N. J.. Oct. 17.—The
Boston.
POWDER CONCERN, WEDS.
annual convention of the American
There is nothing to prevent any
number of other cities coming to the
New York, Oct. 17.—Alfred I. Du- 'Railroad association began here today. In his annual report John I
front and presenting their claims at pont De Nemours, vice
president of
Begs, president of the association, dethe last moment. It has been the the Dupont Powder
company. of Dela
clared that the politicians who attack
habit, however, for any city which is ware, and Mrs. Alice Maddox, his
secthe corporations to impeove their
really in earnest to begin its cam- ond cousin were married Tuesday
at
paign early in the fall, and it has fre- Hotel Plaza
Only the immediate constituents threaten ruin to many of
quently happened that the national members of the family were present. the. street railways of the country
committee has convened with a memNeither Mr. Dupont nor his brother He urged members of the asociation
to begin a campaign of public educabership practically pledged up for Morris, who is the executive head
of
Afterwards there the powder company, had been allow- tion that will include taking the pere
different cities.
pie into the confidence of the railcomes a natural surrender by the ed to hear of the explosion at the
Duweakest cities and a series of rapid point. Powder company's plant at Fon- road officials as a means of meeting
the danger. Reports show that 212
combinations which finally fix on a tenet, Ind.
companies
choice.
are members of the assoMrs. Dupont Is a daughter of Judge
Convention Will Not Be Sold.
Bradford, of the Flitted States cir- ciation.
I was told at the national commit- cuit court, and is a granddaughter of
MR. HAGER'S PLATFORM
tee headquarters today that the con- Alexis I. Dupont, ion of the founder
vention would not be mid. That is to of the powder company. For the last
In his opening speech at Lexington
say, it will not be put up to the high- year she has made her home in Paris.
est bidder and knocked down for a Last spring she sued for a divorce and Judge Hager said:
"I do not, therefore, come before ye:
money consideration without regard the custody of their only child. Mr.
to convenience of delegates and the Dupont obtained a divorce (Tom Bes- with a perfunctory platform, form
large crowds which are always at- sie C. Dupont at Sioux Falls, S. D., lated by a few leaders and languid!.
adopted, without debate, by a meagertracted. At the same tinte money is last December.
ly attended convention, but with one
"Why, no—nothing to speak of"— absolutely necessary for the holding
Made It Hight.
—Almost every train that comes that has been made and approved as
"Then something did happen. What of a 'convention, and there is no
A small boy was asked to take dinmeans of securing that money except lutes the city brings peopte who will their own, by the direct untrammeled
bet at the home of a distinguished was it?"
votes of thousands of my fellow-Demprofessor in Peneeton. The lad's
"But I fixed it all right, mamma." by subscription on the part of the eagerly read the I)oardsuel room ads.
ocrats for whose consideration it was
public spirited citizens.
another, in fear lest he should commit
"Tell me at once."
presented."
Drinking Fountains Here.
"Why, I got along pretty well until
Since 1b92 It has come to be the
&tome breath of etiqutete, gave him reIn other words, this is the official
Four fountains to be eietalled at
peated directions as to what be the Meat came, but while I teas try- custom for any city which desires a
ing to cut mine it slipped off on the convention to pledge itself to sub- street intersections by the Daughters platform of the Democratic party end
should, anti should not do.
its candidate. This being true, we describe a sum approximating $100,- of the American Revolution, have arUpon his return from the great oc- floor. But I made it all right."
sire to call attention to the fact that
rived.
and
Contractor
Hannan
Ed
is
%0.
Out of this fund all expenses of
"What did you do?"
nasion the mother's first question was.
this platform contains eleven planks
'Hatted. dal you get a:ong at the
"Oh, I just sa:d, sort of carelessly, the convention are paid. At Chicago today installing two of them, one at and not a word is
said concerning the
'That's always the way with tough in 1904, it cost about $28,000 to se- Third and Broadway and the second temperance question,
bible all right?"
which is the parat
Seventh
Washington
and
streets.
the
Coliseum
cure
meat.'
and
building.
fit up
"—Youth's Companion.
"Oh, yes, mamma, well enough."
amount issue in Kentucky. Judge
There was spent for other legitimate
"You are sure that you didn't do
Hager professes to be' a temperance
linTtbing that was not perfectly poman. Why does he not endorse the
The world is too small for th• expenses of the convention itself Colisum at
a
little
was
Chicago
less
something less than $10,00ee more,
tne and eentlemanv'!"
covetous.
than 10,oeel, owing to the adoption cause of temperance in his platform"
All the rest of the fund, amounting
In Milking stontrast, we call attenof the new lire regulations. involving
to over $60,000, was turned over to
the widening of ehe aisles. It now tion to the utterance in the Republican
the national committee, rot for the
•
could hold about 12,00'0. It is not platform:
purpose of conducting an actual cam"We favor the enactment and enevery city that can furnish such an
paign in any way, but for the usual
forcement of a uniform local option
auditorium, and yet this is probably
preliminary committee expenses.
law, with the county as the governthe most indispensable requisite for
ing unit."
Much Work in Store.
large conventions. Any city which
It is-apparent that Hager is attemp'
There is a vast amount of work
S. S. S. is recognized everywhere not only as the best of all blood puriappears before the national commit- tug to carry water on
both shoulders
fiers and the greatest of all tonics, but the one medicine that can be taken nowadays in anticipation of a nationwith absolute safety by everyone. Young or old, those in robust health, or al convention. The membership re- tee will have to show that a hall seat- He announces that personally he is in
ing
approximately as many as the favor of temperance. This is done
those whose systems are delicate and run-down, may use it with the same tains about 1,4)0o, and there are, in
good results, and equally without tear of any unpleasant or injurious after addition, an equal number of alter Coliseum at Chicago is actually on to catch the temperance vote. He
effects. Next in importance to removing the cause of any disease is the nates. The credentials of—aid- these hand or surely will be built before then announces his party platform,
tee convention meets.
that he made. himself, and in which
condition in which the system is left after a course of medical treatment. must be inspected and passed
uP•11
The building of a hall of this kind, there Is not a syllable about tenmerMedicines containing mercury, potash or other strong mineral ingredients before the conventton meets,
conoften do permanent injury by eating out the delicate lining and tissues of tests
eeperially for a national convention, ance. This is done to catch the liquor
have to be heard by the national
the stomaen, producing chronic Dyspepsia, unfavorably affecting the bowels,
Is not looked upon with favor now- vote.
tommittee, and_ decions made in
The people of Kentucky cannot be
and so deranging the system otherwise, that even if the original disease had
s. A convention can and freeach case before it Is possible to
deceived In this matter. They prefer
been remo\ ed from the system it is left in such a weakened and deranged
does
euenely
its
finish
work
up
inside
condition that the health is permanently impaired. S. S. S. enjoys the dis- make up a temporary roll of the con. of three days, so that It hardly pays to accept the honest, candid statement
of Mr. Willson. who clearly defines
tinction of being the only blood medicine on the market that does not contain ventIon.
to put up a temporary structure.
Besides this, the aetuel work of
his position without subterfuge or
a mineral ingredient of some kind. It is made entirely of the healing, cleansNext
hall
to
itself,
the
the
national
evasion.
ing extracts and juices of roots, herbs and barks gathered directly from the preparing the hall requires the attencomtnittee generally scrutinizes the
forests and fields of nature, under our own supervision, and when they reach tion of a sub-committee for several
carefulhotel
most
of
capacity
a
,city
NEW YORK POLICE CHARGED
our laboratory contain all their original valuable tonic and blood purifying weeks. Many modifications have to
Large headquarters are required
WITH SLEEPING ON DUTY.
properties. We offer a reward of Ileceso for proof that S. S. S. contains a be made in any large building, com- ly.
for the national committee and for all
particle of mineral in any form. Being made entirely from these vegetable mittee rooms provided. telegraph .faIngredients S. S. S. is absolutely harmless to the system, and while curing cilities arranged, telephones proper- of the more important state delegaNew York, Oct. 17.—About fifty
disease adds health and strength to every part of the body. S. S. S. cures ly adjusted, and all machinery so tions. These headquarte:s must be police 'lieutenants and sergeants will
Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious carefully put together that It will run grouped together, so as,. to permit be placed on trial on charges of
Blood Poison, and all other blood troubles by removing the cause and sup- at high tension for a few days with- frequent cenfsrences between lead- being asleep In bed when they should
They have been on reserve, as a result of
plying the circulation with health-giving and strength-producing qualities. out danger of breaking. All this work ers of the different states.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GAL Is attended to by the national com- seed not be near the convention hall,
mittee, and the expense involved however.
UNNA DEFINES A CAUSE,
Hotels in Great Deniand.
comes out of the $100.409 fiend after
After the headquarters are dis- European
the local committee has turned over
Skin Specialist Says Danposed of there must be a large resithe balance in its hdnde.
druff Is Caused By Parasites.
duum
of
because
rooms,
individual
Hall the Main Requisite.
Upon that theory, proved beyond a
attendance
In 1904 the seating capacity of the there are In legitimate
doubt, a cure for dandruff was sought
tieon a convention, including deleafter. Scientists, chemists, druggists
mites, alternates, correspondents, ofand physicians all "took a hand" and
ficials and visiting delegatilons, not
the successful issue is the present proless than 5.000 pereons, ohen more.
duce known as "Newbro's Herpicide."
Then there comes the question of
This remedy actually kills the paraSteam Boiler,
Fire,
C011dhS
telegraph facilities. A national con- sites
that Infest the hair bulb, does its
Bonds,
Life,
vention
millions
of
words
that
means
i.,rrf
ork most effective and contains not
Accident,
Plate Giese,
4/1
of dispatches must be sent out from an
atom of substance injurious
4,4
Health.
Cargo,
that one city. This telegraphic work anything
U
else than the germ alone,
Hull,
Liability,
is, concentrated not only within a few Herpicide
causes the hair to grow as
Lfl
A ittonifibile,
Elevator.
days but within comparatively a few nature Intended
It should, soft and
hours of each day, s0 that the tele- abundant.
graph facilities mist be of the metSold s hy teaftdP5Pirgeter.--41*.)
All lereesieis lb tints
ropolitan elar, and a dal' Which is elver LOc and $1.00. Send 10c I.
_
deficient 'a tolepitir-egnaelty stamps for sample to The Herpiell.
Campbell BuildIng,,PaduCah, Ky.
put.
, Detroit.
might as well hang U.ittiliddle at Co.,
Nfirli
W. B M(Pherm)r,,
outset,

netS.

homeeovev:you (ove a ha/3/3y home and you
6eeie-tee ohat Mite house maid says,
do-n7 you?
Me fit 9uestion you ask
c(mthete ean get good iwtnittet.er:
laJk anyeody.
the nett pestion you ask is)
"ohne ean get this(food icetnituke
at the eowest
ask Mode
, oho deal oith 114. you know that /33tiees in news/3al3ns al(eook alike)4o Ate 4i/ft y
ask you to eonte and see the pees
on oult lultnittete a/s you l'ook at it.
youlo, hay,

SS.

The Kentucky
Tnursday

PURELY
VEGETABLE

Office Phones 2.11,3355

Residence Phones L'.14,,2
714

COUGH 45DCOLDS

ithe

HELEN

WRY
Clyde Fitch's Greatest

play

.The Woman in the Case
Clyde Fitch's Greatest
Play.

Saturday

Better than the "Lion and the Mouse,"
brighter than the "Man of the. Hour,"
stronger than "Sherlock Holmes."
Smits is Site Weisesday. Prices Se 15c, 511t, Mt, 25c

Mr. Porter S. White
Presents His Capable
Company in

FAUST

October

A splendid scenic revival of a great
play that will last as long as
the stage lasts—carrying till special
scenery and electrical effects.,
Prices—Matinee, 25c, 50e; night,
23e, 35c, 50c, 7eic and $1.00.
, Seats on sale Friday.
play—a

Matinee and Night.

tour of it
an unexpetted
made by Commissioner Bingham and
several of his staff early Tuesday
morning. The tour was made by
several officials simultaneously and
covered all the stat:ons in Manhattan, Richmond and the Bronx.
Commissioner Bingham had been
preparing for the surprise party for
several days. In order to let no
word of It get out he arranged to
borrow several fast motor cars from
friends and then let his deputies, hie
secretary and a Yew lieutenants on
his personal staff into the secret.
Only One "BROMO QUININE." that is

Laxative Brom° Quinine
Cen-me Coki in One Da-e Grip ia 2 Days

NOT PADUCAH GIRL
WHO DIED IN CHICAGO.
Information received eter a careful investigation shows that the young
woman who died in Chicago several
weeks ago under peculiar circumstances was not Lillian Tucker, of the
Rossington section. She disappeared
from Paducah, where the had been
working, and her parents had
not
heard from her in several weeks when
sews of the death of Lilian Tucker
in Chicago reached here.

e

on every
,d,io•box. 25c

EEL D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber

Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited,
Both Phones 201

132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
•

:fp.

FOR A.ENT
Several desi r a ble offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAN=ORMAN NATIONAL BANK

THURSDAY, OCT. 17
Wagenhals 0 Kemper
Present
THE BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN ACTRESS

HELEN

NTINY

PISO'S CURE
Nldht

4 Kemper Present

The Beautiful American Actress

In

INSURANCE AC:VENTS

ABRAM L. WEIL & Co.

Waganhals

October

EDUCATION

_awif
fyid4

I

At

In Clyde Fitch's Greatest Play

THE WOMAN IN THE CASE
Direct from its four months' run at the Herald
Square Theater, New York.
Better than "The-Lion' and the Mouse,7- brighter than "The
Man ofthe Hour,"•qtronger than Sherlock Holmra. -

Seats on Sale Wednesday,

Rrices $1.50, $1, 15e, 50e, 35e, 25e

GREATER

PADUCAH KENTUCKY
GORY EIGHTS ADDITION

4".

s

The Pride of the Pride of the Purchase

•

800 Elevated, Improved Lots at Auction

4

Wed. Thur. and Fri., Oct. 23 24 and 25
The great need of Padu

cah is elevated lots for homes. Gregory Heights is I
and always will be the ne plus ultra of Paducah residenc
e property.

Street Cars Absolutely Free for Everybody to and From th
e Sale
Sale at 10 o'clock each day. Large, seated sale tent. Fi
ne music. Lunch at
sale. Everybody, and ladies especially, invited. The ou
ting can be made
both pleasant and profitable.
At last the great and long-felt need of Paducah for high,
dry, cool,
healthful and beautiful homes, with street car transportati
on, can be
partially supplied. Beautiful Gregory Heights, which
all who have
seen know and say is and always will be the cream of
the cream—the
ne plus ultra of Paducah residence property, is ready
for sale and a
portion of the lots will be sold on above dates. A mile
of the Gregory
Heights electric car line has been completed on the proper
ty, the streets
have been nicely graded, the drives and sidewalks are being
improved,
and a home in beautiful Gregory Heights, the future
pride of Paducah,
will soon be the fad of the city.
GREGORY HEIGHTS IS HIGH, DRY AND HEAL
THFUL.
It is well known that the ground in and nearly
all around Peducah
is about the game elevation of the city (much of
it lower) and that
there is a great and rapidly increasing demand
for high ground for
residences. It is well known that for altitude,
drainage, dryness,
healthfulness. pleasantness, nearness, exclusivenes
s, exemption from
objectionable appurtenances, electric car transportati
on, best street
connections and extensions, .good improvemen
ts and neighborhood;
no other residence district at Paducah is or can
ever be equal to Gregory Heights. Think of the situation and you
will be convinced that
Grggory Heights will surely and quickly be the
finest residence district
of Paducah. The city
hedged on the east side by the river, the
manufarturing district is on the south, a mixed
district of factories
and small houses is on the north. Where else,
then, can the good residences ge except west and on to Gregory Heights,
which is directly in
line and is the nearest and only property
on such altitude that has
street ear service and the two best streets in
the city (Broadway and
Jefferson) extended to and through it, which
is a great advantage that
no other such elevated and near in proper
ty has or can have Patin;
cab's most rapid ami substantial growth has
been made in the last
three years. Her prospects are evidently
brighter now than ever.
Present conditions and assured developments
forecast a phenomenal
future growth from now on, and Gregory Height
s, tha ideal home place,
will be well occupied by Paducah's prettiest
homes and happiest community, and will, in reality. he tile pride of the
pride of the Purchase.
Antl then fortunate and thankful will be all
who .own homes or lots
there, for they will be !scarce, in great deman
d and very high. Some'
men have good foresight, and can grasp opport
unities, but most men
have better hind -sight, and can't see, good
things until they hare
passed.
SIGNIFICANT SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
Railroad magnates nre among the brainiest and ablest
men in the
tand. They think, plan and act for best results, and
the profound,
carefully planned And gigantic plays they are makin
g on the great
checker board of the Southern States, for vantage positi
ons in this
great, world wonder arena of matchless growth in
products, population, commerce and wealth, arc trnely significant, and
unmistakably
-.forecast the the great and good times just ahead.
In this connection,
have you considered Pailucah'e strong position and her
great combination of attractions, advantages and resources, and
her certainty to
reap a large portion of the immense harvest of Inisiness,
wealth and
population in sight? Can't you see quick and large profits
in the best
residence lots in Paducah? Gregory Heights is and
alway
s will be
the best, and nothing can beat the best.
COSTLY AND PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
The grading,and graveling of the streets and aidewa
lks, the construction of the new electric car line, heavy cemen
t culverts,•drain
nines, and other improvements, are first-class
and permanent, and will
cost the Gregory Heights Company a large sum
of money—about
$65,000.00. But they are well done, and done to endur
e and give satisfaction, therefore all who buy lots will get full
benefit of all these

4

improvements without additional future cost to them, which is very
important to lot-buyers, and add,: very inueli to the value and desirability of thia fitic property.

as well as steam railroads, and they are very convenient, successful,
profitable, and wonderful develii-pers and enhancers of business, travel
and values. This county will be a net work of steam and eleetrie roads,
oil Paducah will get her share of them. A great deal inure valuable
and interesting information about Paducah could be given if space
permitted, but it is not the purpose to give a thorough write-up here.
Come to this sale and see- the physical conditions, the necessity for
highland resiilenee lots, the unequalled 841v:int:it:es and attractions /if
beautiful Gregory Heights for those highland homes, 81)(1 then you
will know whether or not it is the best property to buy for homes
, or
for quick and large profits.
TO PEOPLE OF OTHER TOWNS AND FARMERS.
If you want to make 111011ey easily and quickly. why not come and
buy either as individuals, or make up companies or syndicates of to
2-) of your own people and buy a large number of Gregory Heights
lots at this sale and make the big and quick profits that will be made
on this tine property! If you want or expect to have homes
in Paducah, where yqiir families can have the benefit of the good school
s,
society and aavantage of the eity, you should attend this
sale and
score lots in Gregory Heights for your homes, or to sell again
for big
profits. The cost of the trip to this sale will be a trifle compared to
big
the
profits you can make on Gregory Heights lots. Remember the
time, and don't fail to come
Examine the map carefully and note Padueah's splendid,•centr
al
situation, where she has the greatest possible advantage
of the main
navigable river system of the United States, and is
also in line with
the great current of railroad travel and traffic between St. Louis.
('in'
einnati. Chicago and the great lakes of the North
: and -New Orleans,
the gulf, the ports of the world. and a large portion of
the rapidly
growing Southern States and cities.
A FINE, PERPETUAL OPEN HARBOR.
Another of Paducah's great advantages is her year-r
ound open
harbor. The island opposite the harbor divides the waters
of the Ohio
and Tennessee, so that the water and ice of the Ohio
flow by on the off
or far side of the harbor, while the warmer water
of the Tenne.ssee
flows directly into the harbor, end- thus Padueah's
fine harbor is kept
open and free of ice the-year round.
HOW THE SALE WILL BE CONDUCTED.
This sale will be held mainly under a large tent, with
seats that
will be comfortalile-and restful. A large cloth map, showi
ng the-entire
property on a large scale, with the Works in contra
sting colors and the
dimensions of the lots in plain figures, will be
put up in the tent, and
each lot, as offered will be•indicated by an arrow
be sold with the privilege of as many adjoin head. Each lot will
ing lots, side or rear,
under one bid, as purshaser may desire, so that purcha
sers May secure,
by one bid, as much ground as they may desire,
and in any shape they
may desire it. Lots will not be sold solidly, the.pu
rpose being to reserve
a portion of each block for future sale. But every
. purchaser will have
privilege of taking,. at one bid, as many lots in
a solid body as desired,
even to the half or whole of a block. Sonic
of the lots that are in the
groves and can not be seen from the tent,
will be flagged and sold
right on the ground. The purpose in announcing
a three-days' sale
is to have ample time for all to carefully
_examine the beautiful
ground and select what they want. If the third
day be not needed, the
sale will close the second day; therefore all who
wish to attend should
do so on the first and second days. If weather he
suitable, there will
be a sale-anti concert on the ground 'by moonli
ght and electric light
- Wednenefay night, the 23rd. at 7 o'clock, and
also at a central place
in the city Thursday night, the 24th, at 7 o'eloek,
so that all who wish
to attend the sales and can not do so during
the daytime, can attend
one or both of the night sales. Notice of the regula
r program or any
changes in it, will be given in the city newspapers.
Breedway cars
will run every ten minutes right to and from the
sale without change,
and free for all both ways.

BUILDING RESTRICTIONS.
•
All lots in flrer.ory Heights will be ,sold with suitable Wilding
'restrivtions, thus assuring a high grade addition and greatest satisfaction and \lanes to home-builders and investors.
A FEW BUSINESS LOTS.
To be selected by the Company, will be sold for mereantile
purposes,
for the convenience of residents of Gregory Heights, but the
manufacture or sale of whiskey or any /intoxicants will not be permit
ted.
It is the determination of the Company to make Gregory
Heights a
Irietly first-class and most attractive home addition, so
that all who
build or buy there will be abundantly delighted with their
homes or
. erently profited by their investments. Nature has
formed and located
Gregory Heights just right for it to be what it
is intended to be and
N.
:ill be.
GREATER PADUCAH.
Nature has planned and destiny has marked Paduc
ah to be one
of the great inland cities of the South, and her
future is absolutely
assured.
SPLENDID GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION.
Pleducah is surrounded by an immense area of very fertile
country
naturkl# tributary to her, the enormous and
diversified products of
which will be mainly handled by her retail
and wholesale merchants.
and will make a great, constantly-increasing
and lucrative volume of
business.
BEST WATER TRANSPORTATION.
Paducah occupies the best position in the 17nited
States for inland
water transportation, being the most central,
accessible and convenient
city to the greatest mileage of naviOable
rivers in the United States,
and, perhaps in the world. The great central
river system of the eountry, embracing six fine navigable stream\ and
their numerous trilmtaries, and over 3,000 miles of navigable water
ways penetrating in
Wide-spreading and far-reaching courses over
270 degrees of the vast
surrounding domain, and all flowing down
stream toward their -6inthience at or near Padueah, and into the
Mississippi only.47 miles below the city, give Paduciil navigable water
transportation to an enormous area of the central and best portion
of the United States, 1,100
towns and also with the gulf and ports of
the world. Can this strong
position and these great advantages fail to wine
Ciu Paducah fail
to be a big city? Certainly not.
GREAT RAILROAD CENTER.
The railroads are fully aware of the
importance of Paducah as a
receiving and distributing point and are
preparing to conic in and.
share the great volume of business. The
writer is informed by persons
ciaiming to know, that six great trunk lines
in, and that three of them—the Big Four, are now planning to conic
Wabash and Burlington—
are now making sutveys, plans and
estimates for routes and river
crossings to the city, and others will
follon
the railroads will.come. With these great tVfor where the business is
will grow by leaps and bounds. The above railroads assured Paducah
information as to titre, of
these great roads is from official sources
and is reliable.
PADUCAH SOUTHERN ELECTRIC
R. R.
This very important road from Padue
ah to Mayfield, and to be
extended later to Jackson and Memphis,
has been capitalizetr, is being
heated, and will be pushed rapidly
to compli,tion. Another electric
road is projected from Paducah to
Cairo, and doubtless several interurban feeders to Paducah will be built.
This is the age of intervrban
•••

GREGORY HEIGHTS CO.
A. D. 1907.

524 Broadway,Paducah, Ky.

T. A. FRIERSON,

C. E. Jennings, Secy. and Treas.
all1111111111111111111Plallolaam111111=11111111111111.

Real Estate Dealer, Promoter and Developer,
Atlanta, Ga.
411111.11.1111L
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Would be wet with instant and posi- taking an interest in the campaign
refusal even to consider it.
and demonstrating their intention of
voting. It is also pleasing to see how
You are answered.
AefERNOOPI AND WEEKLY
the registration reflects the growth
_
The Louisville Times says "Tyler of Paducah in four leers.
—o-ISCORPORATED
Is making wonderful gains and will
VETERAN INTRODUCES WILLSON
F. M. FISHER, Preehll'Ms
5,000." If we knew how
by
Will
PAXTON. General Manager.
A CHAPTER IN MR. HAGER'S TEM.AT BOWLING GREEN.
much the Times considers "wonderentered at the postemee at Padiseah. fut.".
PERANCE RECORD:
how
know
much
would
we
Kr- as second class matter.
Tyler has to gain to win by 5,000.
in 1904 a brewing company applied
11111SOCRIPTION MATESI
to the county clerk of Laurel county Candidate for Governor Se:thing in
HAGER'S PERFIDY.
TUB DAILY SUB
His Denunciatkin of Henry
for a Ilcc•nse to establish a wholesale
By 0-11111•2% per week
...in .10
In explanation of the following ediMines.
By mats per month in advance.... .16
depot at Pittsburg in that county for
Nashville
the
from
clipping
torial
um imam mr y. .1r. ,Ti advone•....111.60
the
sale
beer.
of
their
Laurel
being
ti
SUN
Enquirer
Americab, the Owensboro
a local option county, the clerk wrote
Per year, 1,y- T..sL postage paid..11.11 (Democrat).
(lays:
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Hy.
employ a stereotyped expres- to Auditor Hager, the chief fiscal of"
'To
Bowling Gren Ky., Oct. 17.—The
Phone 66I
(knee. 116 South Third.
sion. Kentucky Is in the throes of a ficer of the state, and was advised Hon. A. E. Willaon, Republitan nomithat
eL
duty
was
the
to
his
issue
Il•
Payne & Young, Chicage and New poatit•al campaign. The Democrats
York. representatives.
leech he did on July 1. 1904. nee for governor, spoke at the opera
expect to win, as usual, but there cense
—
Later
the atteveys for the brewing house here yesterday afternoon to an
followthe
round
at
be
YON SUN can
are some indications which point to
not aelteg satisfied as to the audience of fully 1,200 people, mostly
company,
lag places:
a close race and the possibility of
It. D. Clemente & es.
right of the clerk to issue the license. voters. The opera house was crowded
the election of Willson. the RepubliVan Cult.wrote Mr Hager, the auditor, and re- to its utmost capacity, and a great
Palmer H.:t,
ean nominee for governor. Many
Our Fall Suits for these swell young dressers are
John Wilhelm.
quested to know whether the license many were unable to gain adinissiott
Democrats say the state has had too
should be issued by the auditor or by One noteworthy feature of the audiof
smart
fabrics and are cut and tailored with all the
What the
much Machine politics.
the county clerk, and Mr. Hager re- ence was the presence of hundreds
state would gain in the election of a
style
that
can be worked into suit.
Of
tern
Democrats,
whom
several
of
plied that it should be issued by the
Republican governor is not clear.'
pied seats on the stage. Mr. Willson
clerk.
"The American does some very fine
It's the smaller details that put style into a young
In June, 1905, before the first li- wits introduced by Robert Hurd, an
guessing in the foregoing. In fact.
cense expired, an injunction was sued old ex-'confe'derate soldier, and one of
man's
suit, and they have received careful attention.
guesswork.
Straight
not
some of it is
17.
out by citizens of Pittsburg. Ky., and the beet known farmers of Warren
Our
prices
are certainly very reasonable.
facts. The state has had too much
county,
until
reand
always
who
has
the clerk restrained from issuing the
machine politics, anti the people reCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
license. The clerk therefore refused cently, been a Democrat.
belled against it In 1S95 and in 1899,
Mr. Wilison spoke for an hour and
to renew the license and the attorneys
but the machine, through the legisfor the brewing company tendered the a half, and at the end les audience
September-1907.
lature, set at naught the will of the
tax to the auditor, who, in accord with seemed loath that he should quit.
Mr. Young Man, if you're after smartness in a
people as expressed at the polls. The
his former decision that the clerk llis speech was pronounced by all to
3910
16
3897
2
suit—here's where you can get what you're lookmachine has-made some deals lately should issue the license,
fall
be
a
the
masterpiece
exposure
of
of
and in obedi•
3895
17
3908
3
by which it hopes once more to come ence to the Injunction, refus..d to issue state ring.
for.
ing
We'll be pleased to show you any day.
3893
IS
3S74
4
into control of the Democratic party the license
He spoke of the great number of
Thereupon the brewint
3S95 in
19
3SS0
5
therefore,
once
and,
state
time
company sued out a mandatory in- Democrats and old confederate sol3905 more
20
3899
be so entrenched in the state
diers who called on him at his roots
3898 as to resume their graft games. The junction to compel the auditor to is21
3922
7
sue the license. Judge Stout, an ap- at the hotel before the speaking, and
3900
23
:1913
9
American also says:
pointee of Governor Beckham. grant- said that he was meeting with the
3907
24
3902
10
"'The present governor, Besk• .
same encouragement in every county
2902 ham, has shown himself to be -d the injunction. The auditor ap25
3s96
It
in which he had been during the campealed
case
might
and
the
have
re3900 stronger than some at first gave him
26
12
3905
fused to grant the license pending the paign, which he said was conclusive
3900
27
3437
13
credit for being, and he has certainly appeal. but instead of doing this he proof that the hypocrisy and Merin3899 been a very successful politician,
28
3932
14
issued the license, and drunkenness, sistenca of the Beckham-Hager ad3880 who expects to succeed McCreary in
30
debauchery and crime cursed the peo- ministration was becoming known by
the Donate eighteen months hence. ple of Pittsburg for nearly one yenr every one.
97,548 This depends on the complexion of
Total
He referred to Henry Hines, state
longer, when the court of appeals remeets next versed Judge Stout and the brewery inspector, and chairmen of the Demowhich
Average for September, 1907..3,903 the legislature
1906...3,939
Jane ry
Average tor September,
ceased from business at that point. In cratie campaign eommatee, whose
"There is no probability of Beck- the meantime many Indictirknts were home is in this city. in the most scath- 1
Personally appeared before me. this
October 1, 1907, R. D. MacMillen, ham's defeat. Well informed Repub- found against them, and on appeal Ng terms, and charged that Hines
business manager of The Sun. who licans admit that they do not hope to from fines In these cases the court of wag drawing his salary of $250 from
afilrms that the above statement of beat him. He has made no compro- appeals decided that neither Auditor the state and not rendering one bit of
the circulation of The Sun for the mise with the machine, therefore is Hager nor the county clerk could Is- service, and had not done so for
nionth of September. 1907, is true to stronger with the masses than he Was sue license In a local option county.
months. He charged Hines with comthe best of his knowledge and belief. two month. ago.
In Mr Hagcr's eagerness to serve ing to Bowling Green and leading the
"Hager made a deal with the ring- his friends the brewers, remembering, whisky forces in the recent local 011-I
PETER PURYEAR. Notary Public.
My commission expires January 22, sters. He sanctioned the ring mu- no doubt, the 33.500 check which the tam campaign, when he should have,
nicipal ticket In Louisville. Owen brewing combine had given to help been inspecting Bill Semonin's rec-f
19OS.
Tyler, that head of that ticket, hasn't his election to 1903, he neglected to ords. He designated Mr. Hines as PETTHIONE TRLAL OCTOBER 25. GoVERNOR WARNER IS BEATEN. '101' 1.\laa lee YOUR OWN NIIND
stopped at putting his fbot in it bad, ask the attorney general for his opin- the "wet, nurse" of the state ring tryaVIIEN lot ASK FOR A\ tie
Daily Thought.
but he has jumped in with both feet, ion on the law, hut advised the county ing to conduct a so-called, dry cam- lk.fentbint Will Be Able to Pace Or- tilministration Primary Measure
VERTISEp ARTICLE
Cood ntatin.rs are made up Of head and ears, and Louisa:Ile is lost clerk, who must report to the auditor. paign.
Skharacked at Lansing.
deal at 'that Time.
i Therefore, insist on getting what you
p." .
to the Democrats anywhere from to issue the license notwithstanding
He referred to his Maysville speech
ask for alien making' a purchase. Ti,.'
remote to 15,000 Republivan majority the local option law prohibited such on the temperance question,
Boise, Idaho, Oct. 17.—The trial
Lansing, Mich.: Oct. 17.—The ade dealer elm substitutes relies on his
and emfor Grinstead. Hager will lose Lou- action.
phatically deciared himself in favo, of George A. Pettibone. charged with minietration, opponents today suc- ability to make you change your mind
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
too. In fact there Is not
of the county unit law applying to complicity in the assassination of ceeded in substituting for the Alleni He %%ill give you what you ask for if
For Governor—Augustus E. Willnotch hope of any Democrat's carryevery county of the Mate.
Killed From Ambush.
former_ Gov. Steunenburg, was post- primary bill a measure drawn byathel you refuee a substitute.
son, of Louisville.
ing it. The ringsters themselves are
Mr. Allison's speech was well re- poned today until October 28.
San Antonio. Tex., Ott. 17.— A
attorney general smoothing out the
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H. disgusted with Tyler. They desire
special to the Express front El Paso. ceived, anti, judging from the scores
Judge Wood said he was certain provisions of the present primary act.
$4.75
NASHVILLE
II-L7ri
county.
Cox. of Mason
the lid off Louisville and the open Tex., says:
of Democrats who pressed (ewers], to the defendant's phytiiciat condition but retaining the 40 Rer cent clause
General—James Sunday saloon, but they didn't want
Attorney
For
meet
him an.1 tell him they were for would permit of his trial on the 23d, relating to the nomination of govFour men and three women, one of
And return. Account President Rocate
their candidate to boast in the cam- the termer being a
Breathitt. of Christian county.
government mail him, after the speaking, it is freely but the defense requested a few days ernor and lieutenant governor. The velt's visit
October 22d. N., C. & St.
paign
that heKvas for an open viola- varier, were
claimed
by
the
bill
Republican
For Auditor—Frank P James, of
leaders
was
printed,
ordered
will
be
and
ambushed and killed belonger delay, and the 28th was agreed
L. sv;,! sell round trip tickets for one
tion of the law. The ring has made
that
Wilson
will
tarry'
the
•onsidered
county.
by the senate Thursday.
tween San Jose de Htia and La ColoM6rcer county.
upon,
fare plus 25 cents. Tickets on sat.
a mess of it in Loutsville, and what
The anti-lobby bill was referred trt
rado, east of Hermosillo, in the low. r
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far- it may cost the
October t, and for 7:45 a. m. tra:a
party in the state
the
the
house
to
committee
judion
Notice!
Senora
Yaqui&
country,
by
G %LIM: VW LOS T1
NINTH,
ley, of McCracken county.
Oatobar 21. For further informatain
remains to be seen."
ciary.
'
All
towboats
landing
butchery
The
at the Paduwas discovered a
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
apply to E. 8. Burnham, agent, Norshort time afterwards by a party of cah Wharfboat company's wharfboat Plucky Italian Outfought By Pat-key
ton street deeot. or F. L. Welles:I,
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
THE REGISTRATION.
American mining men who were trav- will be charged two ($2.00) dollars
litiller Explosion.
SieFarland.
city
passenger agent, 430 13roadwas.
For Superintendent of Public InWhat story do the registration eling over the trail with an escort of for each and every landing. Time not
Belton. Tex , Oct. 17. At 4 o'clock
structlou—J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd figuies tell? is theitiestion one hears Mexican soldiers.
to exceed two hours for each landing.
Indianapolis, Inds. Oct. 17.—Packes- this morning two men were killed by
airiousa expressed on the streets.
Notice, Retail Grocenii.
James Koger, Pres.
county.
McFailand knocked out Joe Galligan an explosion of three bailers in the
It
is
difficult
understand
to
what
There will be no meeting of the
JAMES KOGER, Pres.
in the ninth round of their fight here Celton Cotton Oil Mill.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
The dead: retail grocers tonight.
Mrs. Chadwick Made Wills,
rnost peiple anticipated. Some of
D. M. STREET, Sec.
Next meeting
last night. He outeaught his heavier
e--N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
RAMIE DYE. white engineer.
Cleveland, Ca. Oct. 17.—Lawyers
them seemed to think the Democrats,
will be held Thursday. October 24.
Opponent
all the way.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals— who iiiIcnt to scratch
ROBERT
OSVENS,
negro
fireman
theirjicket for the late Cassie Chadwick today
C. S. WALSTON. Pres.
Heins Firm Is Spunky.
Engineer Dye must have been in
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
fad. would ruglster as Repubh made public a will made in 1902, In
Change lu Broadway Beata.
New York, Oct. 17.—An informal
the engine room whe nthe explosion
For Legislature—George 0. Mc- calls, and vice versa. In the face of which she disposes of over 31,000,004i
Mrs. Carrie Maxwell, of Ardmore,
Chief of Police James Collins has
came, as he was enveloped In a cloud
tais conclusion. members of the city to relatives, servants, educational and statement today of the firm of Otto
Broom.
1. T., is in the city visiting her mothsplit
the
Broadway
beat, dividing it
Heinz & eompanv declared itself perDemocratic
of steam and was covered with boils
committeti frAnkly admit charitable institutions. This will is
James P. Smith
Mayor
er, Mrs. Mary D. Harris, of South
betweeu Patrolmen Casper Jones and
that :too of their registered voters superseded by one she amide in the fectly solvent and able and willing to
lag water.
City Attorney • • • • Arthur Y. Martin
Fifth street.
Eimus
Carter,
Cross
Elijah
and
meet
Wiland
pay
all just legal obligations
wil support James P. Smith. ana penitentiary two years ago. Mrs
liam Johnson. The section between
John J. Dorian
City Treasurer
they claim several Republicans for Chadwick left no property so far as in full. The statement declared, howYOU DON'T HAVE T() WAIT
ever, the firm at this tima refused to Fourth and Seventh, Monroe and
George Lehnhard Harrison. A man usually registers
City Clerk
"AMERICANS IN ENILE"
known.
iiity a number of obligations Dot con- Washington is to be patroled by Jones Every dose makes you teelbetter. Lax-Poe
George Andreeht )ear after year in the same party and
City Jailer
keeps your whoie leads' right. Sold on the
Is
a
phrase
Carter
and
from
noon
unknown to us. And yet
until
midnight
sidered
legal and just, and rather
nurley-back plan everywnere. Price SO cents.
City Tax.Assessor....Harlan Griffith votes as he plea.". There is no
No Hope for Emperor.
iseisumptien
ilHving finite:ands hi.
than to submit to these unjust de- From 6 a. tn, until noon Patrolmen
Harry R. reason for his changing party affiliaAldermen—T, C. Leech
Vienna, Ot t. 17.- Emperor Francis mands
to exile in farerff California or sonic
t
would permanently suspend Cross and Johnson wit patrol the enMiss Gould Opens Y. NI. C. A.
Hank. G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C. ons every year he decides to scratch Joseph is suffering today from recurother distant lam!. Refute rtai
Trouble In the copper market is the tire beat, working the second half
his ticket. The advantage in not
St. Louis. Oct. 17.—Miss Helen
H. Cbamblin. W. T. Miller.
rent fever. Physic:ans confess his
only after Patrolmen Jones and Carnut to being I•Siled, give F:nutho.
doing so is obvious.
cause.
Gould
today
formally opened the new
symptoms are unfavorable and hold
Couticilmen
art.
C. Huter come on duty.
The
tirpo a thorough trial. It has cured
registration
shows
only out little
railroad branch of the Young Men's
hope for his recovery.
E. Yoling: whether or not
t-alit Second a ar.l.
many at home among their loved
the two parties got
$25 Reward.
Christian
association,
to
she
which
Van
Meter; ma their full vote. With a
Third ward, C. L.
°nee. Physicians endorse it. Six trot.
Phid Plot to Destroy Town.
The city Republican Campalgo
steady
gave $230.000. Several receptions
Fourth 'Ward, F. S. Johnston: erowth of population, it was not to
Webster City. Ia.. Oct. 17.—An at'Dee !LIM° from your druggist.
committee will pay $25 for any eviwill be given in her honor.
witfn. Ftt:ir,k Ma: er. T. E til. expected that there would be any
Fifth
dence leading to the prosecution and tempt was:made last night to blow up
r.
Ford: Sisal cairil 'Oa ,.
marked change in the political bal
conviction of any one guilty of buy- the little town of Stratford, south of
School Trustees—First ward, W. M. ance of Paducah.
mug or disposing of registration cer- this city. Five sticks of dynamite,
enough. to have destroyed the town,
Karnes: Second ward, W. J. Hills;
There was a big registration, but
tificates.
EVERY ONE ADMIRES
were -found this morning under the
ward, If. S. Wells and both parties claim to have out a hunThird
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
city
water tank. The long fuse had
the tailor-made man. If he has an
J. H. Garrison: Fourth ward. dred votes. The figures show that
ben lighted but had gone out. Bloodabsence of style about him the
What Osteopathy Is.
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly; elate Paducah has.... hail a steady
artistic tailor gives It to him.
growth in four - years, the Democrats
The question is often asked "What hounds tonight fbilowed the track of
Fifth ward, I. 0, Walker; Sixth
have not maintained their relative
When
you
want to look like a
is Osteopathy?" for some people have the fiends to the Des Moines river.
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris. majority. In an
increase of a thougentleman and a man of good taste
a very vague Idea of this new science where it was lost.
sand votes in four years (no greater
let us make you a Prince Abbert or
that is doing ee much to aid mankind.
Favors Church Union.
ell'ESTION AND ITS-ANSWER. ancreaae than should have been excutaway suit, or an evening dress
Osteopathy, when well digested, is
Cleveland, O.. Oct. 17.--The renot.oftenthat the Daily Side- pected) the Democrats have fallen in
suit Or overcoat, and yoo will know
nothing but good sense and reason.
port of the committee of twenty-eight
pper on Fourill street gets into a their majority fiom 672 to 538.
that no man in Paducah is in better
It
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,
a
method
for
disease
treating
BLACK
to
KID
GLOVES
which
had
been
referred
blow
the
questeiner, where a straight-arm
It is scarcely worth one's while to
style or better dress than you are.
by manipulation, to restore the norm- tion of tri-church
union, was made
wit catch it on the nop.I1 thr0112h compare the registration this year
ARE TIIE PROPER THINGS
al condition of the Sarre control and lo the triennial council
lice present campaign it leis been in- with that of last year. unless on..
of the Conthe
blood
supply
to every organ of the gregational church in session here toto eroate a bugaboo about exand bluffing %r f;ci ci•'r Ii
FOR THIS SEASON.
body by removing the physical ob- night. The committee is unanimous
H. M. DALTON,
„„.1kilmit a nd
(esske registration. for the vote last
structions, or by
stimulating, Or in its report favoring the proposed
With Warren, the jeweler.
$1.110 to $2.50.
,re
(lay it came oat n h a
does not compare with the vote
checking, functional activity, as the amalgamation of the Congregationover an intervisw en a politi(.:0). four years ago In numbers for the
alists, Method•ist Protestants and
w ho. i t ,aad. araaoteco,
conditions may reqntre.
2';,1
awid reason that four years ago there
a nd who told of I 0.• •I
A diseased body is caused by some United Brethren.
'
:It,an,
:it .1.1tf' election and last year
WHILE they last get
s ,
u •
interference to a working part of the
proaching Jail
:AI office was that of police
I
yours now. The blacl kid
Anil the Cat Escaped.
threats that unle!-s 11, s sir
'11-11i
organism, and a correction of it
W. F, Paxton,
R. Rudy,
P Puryear,
glove will be the most popular
Findlay, 0.. Oct. 17.—Don Clark,
appoiutrnentss in %%1st !J.:,
sosid
"(litre is a comparison, however.
brings restored health. Therefore
President.
Cashier.
kid
glove
everywhere
this
seaAssistant Cashier.
3 ears 61d, this morning pieced it
loae the colored .vote.
The state- that is profitable. Te•ty years ago
osteopathy finds the disturbance and,
sbn. •
large glass globe over the family cat
ment was a lie and TI:” San drove a the Republicans won. With 1,253
righting it, effects its cure.
nail straight •through It.
fewer votes registered then, the
Some of She diseases in which os- and then sat, down upon the globe,
----Hut- that hireet-sterniter ef'dealSng Dentoeratie lead on registration was
teopathic
treatment has been - the which broke. Pieces of glans ent an
THEY were a creation of"
artery and it ist feared he will die.
with .11s -dive haunting political only 60 votes. In other words. the
most
eMective
are headaches of all
last year and we sold lots of
The cat was uninjured.
friend did not daunt the organ. The standing of the parties is only 60
kinds,"nervous disorders, malaria and
them, but will be more univerlec•roorst•il
Sun said: "No roan:ed.-voter haeap- votes different this year with 1.253
bilious, tired down and fagged out
sally worn this year.
Saddle Record for Devereaux,
preached James P. Smith with a de- more votes capable of changing.
conditions, indigestion n its many
Capital
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 17.—H. K.
mane for official recognition for him- Thirty of those 1.253 extra votes
$100,000
forms, kidney troubles, neuralgia and
Surplus
. •
self or anyone else in return for the would put the parties in exactly the
Devereaux today broke the world's
5o,00n
successfully
rheumatism.
treats
It
Y
0
U
won't
find
them
anyrecord for saddle for stallions with
vote of the rare."
same ratio. In addition there aro
Stockholders liability
100,000
however,
diseases.
If
you
all
nearly
where
in
Paducah
but
here, as
Kruger, going the mile in 2:12 flat.
The organ comes back with this 155 more independent votes, and the
are ailing, no matter what your par- The time by
usual The New Store blazing
question:
Democrats will concede to the Requarters, was :35, 1:17,
Total security to depositors
the way.
ticular,,trouble may be, I should like 1:39, 2:12.
$2.10aNtO
"The afternoon Republican
publicans practically all the indeAvconnts of individuals and firms aolicited. We
to
tell
have
you
me
you
let
call
and
appreciate
organ does say 'that James P.
pendent votes.
0 why Osteopathy will cure in your
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the
Smith has not been approached
There is nothing in the story the
mane
He Didn't.
T II E Y are priced from
conrteoua treatnu tie
special case. I do not claim that ORv any colored voter with the
"is there really such a thing RS
figures tell, except that the Republi1.50
to
12.50.
ciennat:4 that offleial recognition
i teoptithy is a cure-all, but am frank Roosevelt luck?"
rang have made a decided gain in
be accorded him.' Air, hut snp!and will tell you what it will do In
registration in four years, Indicating
"is there? Who got the blame for
pose he is 'approaeheda and he
that the principles of Republicanism
limy individual case, at the Fame time Guise cocktalls?"--The Funny Dope
or his managers will be, what
are gradually gaining the ascendancy
referring you to people you know,
in Paducah RR they hale for a
will be the answer? .Will the
iwho will gladly tell you what the
Christran Science 'Doctor-I-Oh, nonhalf
OPEN_SATTIRDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO ff O'CLOCK.
Republican organ kindly advise
dozen years., This election is going
itreatment has done fOritilsenn........--aemse! Your Mind la perfectly clear;
DWAY to be derided on the tnilepenfient
its readers
It is in a position
My office bours are from 9,to 12 In you merely tkirkk you have jqst
to do RO,"
ehtliee Of Ottlzentf, regardkets of party
ERSlifyiERIAINDBWS I Ihe .forenOon and 3 to 6 In the after- ho.w
PactiaenntIs-thTihnakt. eumnds
That is a fair question. Here Is
-.....— I.
affiliations.
noon, phone-number 1407.
if Ithlnk Igraire
:-Ib
otit
st
(air answer, Any such demand, It is gratifying to see the voters fkiliese49'
.41111.411P"Hileseill
Dr. G. 13. Froage, 516 Broadway. my Mind?—grooklyn Eagle.
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SUITING THE YOUNG MAN

young fellow is the faithful
fo lower of fashion. He is always the first to change and the first
to adopt it.
Our smart suits ate accepted by
young men as interpreting their ideas
of style.

l

Tin-nsoAv. ocTonEn

$10, $12.50, $15 up to $20 or $30

•

The Clothing Store That Carries the

UNION STORE CARD

323

Broadway

DES1SERGER'S

LEADER
"

GilAtl
fraRArifileRfdla

v_10__TifiERs

323

Broadway

t

l

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

415..41

Y&Co)

Third and - Broadway,

Sr
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of ilenderaon, for thr. place of vice- with 11,1
a- a
.t„..shoina City.
presideut-gtneral, a nat. lie' offit e. Okla. She was accompanied
by Mr
The elect.on Was very I ;Ilt
Loeb, who illis been on a buallueri,
Hardy winning by three votee
trip through the north and west.
The report of the Keutucky eduMr. and Mrs. William Cash, of May
cational fund was very fine. The field, are visiting Mr. John Nance,
chapters educated three mountain of the city.
Was Daisy Cunningham, of May
Forestry Nita-Ong Vill Not Be Held girls teat year at $25 a scholarship
and increased the number to five for field, is visiting in the city.
Until Late in November.
Mr. Earl Walters was in Princeton
Mr. John S. Bleecker, of the For, Ulla year.
enthusiasm
Mitch
was evince., and Eddyville yesterday on business.
estry eotnmittee of the Commercial
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Bradshae
,t ,
club, received a letter today front Dr. when the report of the Paducah
Thomas Elmer Will, secretary of the chapter wee made. Mrs. Boone pre- returned from spending the
American Forestry association, say- faced it by the announcement that in Michigan.
Twenty pieces of three grades of Ingrain Carpet, priced
Mrs. John Orme, 432 Kentuckx
ing that his date's had been changed the chapter felt very selfish inasmuch
for leas than we can buy them from the manufacturer today:
and that he would not be in Paducah as it Was doing chiefly local work. aveuue, will leave on Monday for
until the latter part of November In- When the statement was made that Jackaouville, Fla., to spend the win-,
Ten pieces best quality of All Wool Ingrain
stead of November 4, as was first ar- $1,000 had, been raised since January ter.
Carpet, regular price 850, for
for the D. A. R. memorial fountain
Dr. H. P. Sights has returned from
ranged.
Five pieces best All Wool Filling Carpet, regular
The civics department of the Wo- the applause was spontaneous and Loulaville, where he attended the
price 60C, fee
man's club, which was to co-operate prolonged. Many Inquired "what State gsdical society meeting.
Hon. McD. Ferguson, railroad comwith the forestry committee in hav- Paducah was made of," as she had
Five pieces beat Quarter Wool Union Carpet, regular
ing Dr. Will lecture here, will have already captured high honors in Wo- missioner from this district, was
price 40c, for.
an open meeting im Nov$Mber 7. man's club work at Shelbyville, and the city last night.
Bring your room measure with you. No extra Charge to
Mr. J. S. Lovelace, of Fulton,. is in
with local speakers on .a program for no place elsewhere came up to her.
At the conclusion of the business the city today.
Cut and match.
civic Improvement, and the forestry
Mr. and Mrs. H: C. Hollins lea
meeting will be held whenever Dr. a delightful banquet was g,iven in the
Sale starts Monday and continues until all are sold.
dieing-room of the club: Eighty- this afternoon for Los Angeles, C •'
Will tan come.
three guests were seated at email to spend the winter. Mr. Hollins
tables, elaborately decorated in Amer prominent real estate and insuranto
Box Social at Miipali Mission,.
There will be a box social at the lean Beauty roses, the candelabrums man.
Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Cowgill.
Mizpah mission on Elizabeth street holding red candles and red and silFriday evening at 7:30 o'clock. Each ver shades. The ices were molded Lincoln, Neb.. are the guests of Dr
DR. BOYD HONORED.
girl is requested to put her name on to represent liberty bells, miniatura and Mrs. John G. Brooks. 337 Sort!
her box, which must costain lunch- George Washingtone and other pa- Seventh street. Dr. and Mrs. Cowgia
Louisville, Oct. 17.-(Special.),
- eon for two
former:). lived in Paducah and have
people. An impsomptu triotic emblems. The cakes were in
Dr. Ceol, of Louisville, was elected
many friends here. They moved to
musical program will be rendered red, white and b:ue flags and the
president of the Kentucky Medical
bon-bons, etc., in red. Wehrley's or- Lincoln several years ago.
during the evening.
T .
assoesation and Dr. Frank Boyd, of
41
Manager A. L. Joy flea, of the Cumchestra played during dinner, and
Paducah, orator in surgery. The nex:
afterward
Miss Virginia Shafer's berland Telephone company, went to
-For Dr. Pendley ring 4111.
woman`s
Club Meeting.
tuectise will be at Winchester.
Benton this morning on business.
singing was greatly enjoyed.
-Dr. Boyer residence phone 464;
An open meeting is being held at
Circuit Judge William Reed went
The second day Mrs. Alexander
Office 175.
the 'Woman's club house, 6118 Ken- Humphrey,
regent of the Isineagtle to Benton this morning on profes-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
avenue,
tucky
this
afternoon,
under chapter, entertained the delegates sional business,
FIRST LOAD OF ALFALFA.'
the auspices of the music department and alternates and
Broadway. Phone 196.
Mrs. W. M. Tolbert and daughter.
the Fincastit.
of the ctib, Miss Virginia Newell, chapter at luncheon at her
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
beautiful Dorothy, left today for San Antonio
The first load of southern Illinois chairman.
An attractive
program home, which was the old Fincaetle to spend the winter,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
alfalfa was bought in Paducah today contrasting
old and new ballads is be- club house, and is filled with heirMr. J. D. Clopton, of Smithiand is
phone 351.
by B. H. Scott for 1115. The alfalfa
-We have just received another was raised by Messrs. Shelby Corley ing featured by some of the city's looms of historic interest. The lun- In the city today.
most talented musicians.
Mr. J. F. Wayniak, who is connectchtaan was a most elaborate and hand
lot of those beautiful White Wax De- and 5. C. Leeper. They will
bring
ed with the. Ayer-Lord Tie company
A businese meeting of the club was some:y appointed affair.
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
more this afternoon, and it is said held at 2 o'clock
Mrs. I. 0. Walker, who accompa- in Livingston county, is in the city
to discuss matters
-Best and cheapest, we rent bug- taere is an
unlimited market for the of Importance,
nied Mrs. Bone to Louisville, re- on business today.
glee, carriages and horses separately. hay here. Ordinary timothy brings
mained for a visit to relatives. Mrs.
Mr. H. C. Hollins has disposed of
13oth phones 100. Copeland's stable, $12 and $13 the ton. From two to
M. B. Nash. who was an alternate his real estate and insurance busiLocal Forleary committee to
Jefferson
419
street.
live crops of alfalfa can be raised in
delegate from Paducah chapter, and ness and will go to California
OrganiIA..
to lo-We give you better carriage and a year,
Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips, who present by virtue of her state office, cate. His offi•ae in the Trueheart
better service for the money than
was recently made a member of the will not return until early in Novem building has been taken iss Attorney
is given by any transfer company in
forestry department of the Kentucky ber.
C. Grassham and Dr. Owen. who
GRAVES IN DEALOCK. Federated clubs, by the chairman Paducah has made a most favor- C.
America. Fine carriages for special
will use it as a reception room for
'ii
impression
able
throughout the state both offices.
occasions on short notice; also eleMrs. Mason Maury, of Louisville
chair. Apply at this office.
in the personnel of her women sent
called
has
gant livery riga. Palmer Transfer Co.
a
meeting for Friday afterMaxfield. Ky. Oct. 17.--(Special
Marshal C. G. Shacklefard, of
to the state meetings in Shelbyville
BOY
W ANT EIS Goo.' hot- 14
Princeton. Is in the city on business.
-City subscribers to the Daily --After 45 ballots the fiscal court noon at 4:30 o'clock with Miss Adine
and Louisville and echoes of it can
years of age or over, as messenger.
Sun who wish the delivery of their was no nearer breaking the dead- Morton, 612 Broadway, to organize a be heard far
and wide.
Western Union Telegraph company.
papers stopped must notify our col- lock over the county physician than local forestry committee for civic
WASTED-Houge girl, 609 Ken:
sestetday. The tie is between Drs. J. work under the state federation
lectors or make the requests direct
Capt. Arthur Meeker, commander
C. Sullivan, of Dublin, and H. A. Those who will represent the local
tucey avenue, room on place, apply
to The Sun office. No attention will eh
Subscriber% inserting ease ads in at once.
of Mayfield. Dr. John Dts- york are: Mrs. Robert Phillips, of of the Salvation Army for western
be paid to such orders when _given mukas. Jr., is also a candidate. S. F. the State
The sun to ill kindly remember that
Foresty committee, Miss Kentucky, left today for Cincinnati
FOR RENT - Nine room house. 94
all such items are to be paid for
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Caven.lar
poorhouse Adine Morton, chairman of civics of to attend a council held by Gen. Wilwas elected
foot lot, 414 South Tenth. Modena
liam Booth this week.
the ad is inserted. the rule ap%hen
-Place your orders for wedding aeeper to succeed himself. J. H. Car- Paducah
Woman's club;
conveniences. J. A. Rudy.
Messrs
plying to (very one sithout excep.
•
Invitations at home. The Sun is at in nits a candidate.
Senator Wheeler Campbell left at
John S. Wrecker and Saunders A
In Police Court.
WANTED--50 loads of dirt at 35
showing as great an assortment as
Fowler,Of the foresty committee 'of noon for Madisonville.
cents per load. See David Rittoff.
Miss
Peary
Carneal
and
Miss
little
FOR
KINDLING wood ring 2361.
anywhere, at prices
you will find
this morning to order two
the Paducah Commercial club; Mr
Old phone 1739-r.
Myrtle Hite and Mr. J. D. Carneal, ances. John
much lower than you will have to PREST. HARAHAN COMING. James E. Wilhelm, president of the
1(ITCHELLS for high-grad. bicyGeorge, charged with LOST--Small black account book
of
Grahamville. left today for Kim- disorderly conduct, and
board of works; Mr. Edwin J. PaxFad Jones, cles, 326-328 South Third street.
pay elsewhere.
on Lovelaceville road or Jefferson
brough to visit relatives.
the
colored,
latter
charged with non -HOUSEHOLD goods for sale cheap
President J. T. Harahan and direc- ton, of the board of park commis--Flower pots! Flower pots delis,
street. Return to Haynes & DieMrs. Alice ,Little, of Durant, In- support of his child, were both grant Apply
1 lo Farley street.
ered. M. J. Yopp Seers! Co. 124 South tors of the Illinois Central are on an sioners; Mr. John A. Carnagey, super- diana Territory,
mukes or phone 1139. D. R. Smalley.
arrived In the city ed continuances.
intendent
annual
inspection
of
and
road,
of
the
the
sehools.
city
Sec6nd street. Both phones 477.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
FOR RENT-No. -612 Jefferson
today
en
route
to
Moorhen
county,
Work to be done by the committee
--Loose Leaf Style In kodak and are due in Paducah this week, prob437 F. Levin.
where she goes to visit relatives.
street, 7 rooms, modern conveniences
October Term.
post-card albums. Something entire- ably tomorrow. Today they are due will be discussed and outlined tomor
FOR RENT-Apartment in 603 Apply to Wm. Hughes, Paducah
Mr. George B. Wearer]. the Cairo
The October term of McCracken
In Louisville, but local officials have row at the meeting.
ly new at R. D. Clements & Co.
wholesale grocer, was here yesterday. circuit court
(civil) will convene on North S.xth street. George Rawleigh. Banking Co.
received no definite word as to when
Mrs. Frank L. Scott and Miss Mar-Mies Beulah Rogers, who, with
Monday and last six weeks. The first
A WIDOW wishes a position as
LET NED Pullen haul your trunks
they will be here. Yemen:lay a LouChurch Musical.
jorie Scott have returned from LouisMrs. Charles T. Graham, is at West
housekeeper or companion. Re-axon:
cases to be tried will be by jury, and baggage. Phone 921.
isville division passenger conductor
interesting
of
most
One
the
musiville.
Baden for her health, had her hand
which will require half the session.
was notified to lay off at Louisville cals given in the city in a long time is Mr. W.
ROOMS for rent. 40a Washington. able for a good home. Address R.,.
crushed while playing ten pins.
0. Coleman, of Henry councare Sun.
The remainder of the term will be Old phone 2500.
to take out the special today, and It promised at the Third Street Metho- ty, is in the
city. He is the Demo-Louis Barbee, colored, a laborer
FOR. RENT- Fine farm about i
is presumed that the train will be dist church tonight.
An excellent cratic candidate for state prison com- consumed in trial of equity cases,
FOR RENT-4 room flat. Thi-ia
employed In the Illinois Central
miles from city. Good house and our
where the judge decides
and
headed south to Paducah.
varied program will be given missioner.
This term and Tennessee. Phone 22.
shops, let a cross-tie drop on his left
buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T
by some of the best talent in the city.
Misses Grace Amain and Ruth Par- the docket is large. There are 609
foot yesterday afternoon crushing it.
FOR Mt
WOOD, old phone E. Lydon.
Everybody is invited.
ker have returned from Pottsville. cases. 169 ordinary' cases and 4401 2361.
--The Ladies' mite society of the
SALOON IS ENTERED.
CLOTHES cleaned and prestoai
Graves county, where they attended equity suits.
First Baptist church, will meet Fri500 LOADS dry stove wood for
All work guaranteed. Solomou, Tbe
Col, and Mrs J, T. Witlingham, of the golden wedding celebration of
day at 3 o'clock with Mee. A. Is Lasquick delivery. Both phones 203.
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
In County Court.
Charles T. Graham's saloon, at Graves county celebrated the thirty- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Jones.
siter, Sixteenth and Madison streets.
WANTED-Porter
at Riverside 1016-a.
Miss
Annie
seventh
anniversary
wedding
Luther
of
Settle
thoir
A.
Graham
returnea
has
was
appointed
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the Ninth street and Kentucky avenue,
hospital. Must have good references.
from Springfield,,Mos where she was administrator of C. E. Crawford.
LOST-On Kentucky avenue, Broad
City for a few months, and I have ac- was entered between 12 o'clock last on Saturday at their home on the
- FARM - FOR SALE-70
acres, way or Jefferson, an old pdint lace
a notable for a short while as stenographer fot
quired an interest in his business and night and 5 o'clock this morning and Farmington road, with
the Santa Fe railroad.
gravel road, public school.
.1. M. handkerchief valued as an heirloom
shall look after it for him. Any in- about $1 in cash and many pint bot- family reunion. They aro fifty-tight
Marriage Licenses,
Miss Johnnie Lane has returned
Finder please return to this office and
old.
years
eight
Their
children,
four
Robert Warnit ss to VInnie Maxey Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
formation with reference to any tles of whiskey were stolen. No clew
from visiting her cousin, Miss Jessie
TRY T. C. NICKELLS best Nand receive reward.
branch of it will receive prompt at- was left. On opening his saloon this boys and four girls, all of whom are
W. L. Douglas to Mary Belle RasLola Lane. of Graves county.
sewed, oak ruled half soles In city for - WANTED-One .hundred (100)
tention If you will call up The Sun morning at 5 o'clock, Mr. Graham married except one son, and nineteen
bery.
President John S. Aisthrope, of tht
office. Both phones 35S. E. J. Pax- found the hack door standing open grandchildren were all present,,, bet.tither Thomas to Addle Caldwel, durability. Fourth and Washington. !loads of scrap iron at 50 cents per
First
National Bank and Trust comThe lock had been forced, a heavy side other guests. An elaborate' dinton.
- FOR RENT- Nice front room,, leo pounds. See David Rittoff. Old
pany of Cairo, is in the city.
stick being used
The cash register, ner was served, the two long tables
bath, etc., with, or without board, phone 1739-r.
Deeds Filed.
Mrs. Sidney Loeb returned last
an expensive one, was wrecked, the extending the length of the dining
A FRIGHTENED CHILD
62-6 Kentucky Avenue.
FOR RENT-The house formerly
Thaws
Oscar
to
night
George
Yopp,
from
prop
spending
several
weeks
JUMPS TO HER DEATH. fronts to the drawers being torn open.,room. Mr. and Mrs. John E. Willingerty in the county, $81._
FOR RENT-Faurulahed rooms for occupied as a barber shop on SoutO
A small chewing gum machine was ham, of this city,was present
Mr
D. M. Jones to J. W. Harris. prop- light housekeeping. Apply 1511 Jef- i Seventh street. opposite court house.
Ashland, KY- Oct. 17. (Special.)- burst open and about $1 in cash Willingham is a son.
tEnquire next door.
erty
on the Hinkleville road. $1,84ie ferson.
taken
from It. Two baskets wets
Frightened by her sister while playChamblin
,
FOR RENT-Modern nine-room
&
Murray,
to
Alfred
FOR
SALEone
pair of
Cheap,
ing ghost, little Clara Osgood leaped stolen and filled with pint bottles ot Some Features of the State D. A. A.
Jones, property In the county, $387. mu:es, one pair horses. Call old phone!brick house, bath, steam heat, gas
whisky.
How
many
pints
were
taken
Conference.
from the second story window at her
and electric fixtures. Apply withal,
i G. Lloyd Rudolph and others to T 211-a.
Mrs. Eli G. Boone, regent of the
home near Reedville and was instant- cannot be estimated.
337 North Seventh, corner- Seventh
0.
Willett,
property
in
county
the
Mr.
Graham's
saloon
was
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barksbroken Paducah chapter. D. A. R.. returned
ly killed.
$3,5`d0.
into several months ago in the same home this morning from Louisville.
dale Bros. Co. Old phone 1261 r. New and Madison.
R. G. Terrell et al to Mrs. Eva J. phone 1260.
way, and the cash register damaged. stihere she attended the eleventh conFOR SALE-I have several desirWashburn. property in Fountain pard
ference of the Daughters of the
SHAMPOOING, hairdressing, scalp able lots on Kentucky aven for sale
addition, $1 and other considerations.
American Revolution, Kentucky ditreating, hair dyeing and manicuring. on reasonable terms. I also have ai farm of 127 acres 10 miles from. the
HEINZE BANK TROUBLES.
_J. vision, as a delegate from the local
Mettle Dawson. Old phone 2068.
lefty. Will sell at a barg'atira See me
•Piece of Board- Was Blown 23 Miles.
chapter. The Finc_astle chapter of
FOR SALE-Electric theatre out-at 11-9 South Fourth. J. P. Holt.
Montezuma,- Ind., Oat. 1a7.-A few
Ten full size
Butte, Mont., Oct. 17.-The State Louisville were the hostesses at the
fit with gas attachments. Cheap.
p
seconds
alter
LOST--Old black leather- pocketexplosion
the
of
the
Country
club and the occasion was a
packages of
Savings bank closed its doors today.
!Powder mill at Fontanet, a piece of Apply to 1641 Clay:
book containing notes and about $4
New York correspondents of the in- most pleasant one, with some delightFOR SALE-Driving . torse and in currency. Lost between Kentucky
i pine board almost one foot long
stitution are the Mercantile National ful 'social features. The next meet'about three ioches wide .and more buggy, cheap for cash and quick sale. theater and Rowlamitown. Return
and Vaenorden Trust company. Mg will he held in Lexington In Octo!than one inch thick, flew through the Apply to 1640 Clay.
to this office and receive reward.
The deposits are more than four mil- ber, 1908. The conference would
have come to Paducah, but owing to
'window of the residence of Mr. and
lions.
CLEANING AND PRESSING nen:PHONE 921 for freight, light movthe state federation being here,..,Ini
Mrs. Gus Bailey, who liva on South ang and general
For Only $1.00
hauling of all kinds ly done. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
1908 the Paducah chapter did noti
Jefferson street. It came with such Ned Pullen.
New York, Oct. 17.-Augustus F. think
Work called for and delivered. One
This lath. Assortanint.
it beet to invite it for the same
terrific
force that it went through a
Heinze resigned at noon as president
Sanitol Tooth Powder . 25.
ORDER your dry stove wood, loose trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
year. The officers were elected as
rambler rose bush by the window
. 2Sc
Saititol Face Cream
of the
Mercantile
National
bank.
and bundled kindling from Johnston- Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
follows:
. 25e
Sanitol Tooth Paste
through
screen
wire
the
and
the
winComptroller of Currency Ridgeley
Simitol Toilet Powder . 25c
Denker Coal Co. Both phones 203.
Vic-President-General-Mrs. Sallie
462-a.
5.0101 Liquid Antiseptic
dow glass. One end was jagged and
zac
was offered the position. Heinze said Marshall
Saintol Bath Powder
WANTED-Two young ladies, one
. ase
Hardy, of Louisville, rerough, where it had been broken or
FOR. SALE CHEAP- Desirable
strenuous work in connection with elected.
. 3se
&mina Tooth Brush
Not too young to be blown off a longer piece and had to play piano and the other to sing property
Sewitol. Shaving Crfmo . 25e
on South Fourth. Three
the copper fight forced him to withState "Regent-Mrs. Christopher D.
Saaitoll Voslat.ElitsSoap . 2Se
for
moving
picture show. Apply to houses, numbers 427, 431 and 435.
draw,
.
Barka Face Powder
one of our customers, several drops of blood on it. The 313 Broadway.
' Chenault. of Idetington, re-elected.
between Clark and Adams streets.
supposition is that the piece of pine
Itortulas rstail price
.$2.70
The governing committee of the
Vic-State Regent-Mrs. James E
and if he comes alone or was blown here from the Jaontanet WE ARE NOW In a positron to Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Herrin,
w sew will call at our store today vre will tall roe
stock exchange today suspended for a Cassidy, of Covington, to mower.
how to avail yourself of the fic.itol Comports's rest
powder mills, a distance of twenty- serde any and all kinds of sandwiches III, Box 306, or inquire-at Joe Brett.
year Max H. Schultze; board mem- MIT. M. B....Nash, of Paducah, whose
bdrodoctorr oder 01 ten standard wee prepszsaisos
,with the whole family three
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South fleet; shoe shop, 126 1-2 Kentucky
Si. ths wool price 04 loaf.
her of Otto Heinae & company.
.
time limit had expired.
avenue, for full particulars.
Third.
Secretary Mrs. W. H. Thompson,
receive
the
his case will
Steals
Genie.
to
Ball
See
a
WANTED-For U. -S. army: Ableof th eBryant Station chapter of Lex-.
FOR SALE - Confectionery %Welt
Will Have New Dogs.
Kankakee, Ill.. Oct. 17.-Roger
same careful treatment
ingtoii: to succeed
and fixtures. Good location. Will bodied unmarried men between ages
Miss Margaret
Oharas Switch La.. Oct.
Forrest, of this city, aged 22, bursell cheap If sold before October 18. of 21 and 35; citissens of the United
Ralph Osborne and their
17-Sakend
dogs Butler, of Paris, who was re-elected
We have all these prepawere
our
he
if
bigas
glarized a saloon last week to get
States, of good character and tetnand
declined.
will join thOtRoosevelt party today or
Address A., care Sun.
funds elth which to attend one.of the
perate habits, a
who
can speak, read
•
State Treasurer --Mrs. Wilson H.
rations in stock a n d
tomorrow. The failure of the presipurchaser.
gest
LADIES
--Our catalogue explains and write English. Men wanted now
world's championship ball games in
Escott, of Shelbyville, re-elected.
dent
to
a
single
bag
bear
is
attributed
know them to be of exhow we teach hairdressing, manicurChicago. Today
service In Cuba. For information
Mrs. Alexander P. Humphrey, reby' some to bad behavior of dogs being
Agents for the Buster the penitentiary. he was sentenced to ing, facial massage. etc., In a few for
apply to Reeruting Officer, New Rich.
cellent quality.
used while others declare the mem gnt of the Fincatotle chapter, delivCollege.
free.
weeks,
Moler
mailed
St
mend House. Paducah, Ky.
Brown and Buddy
hers of the party are too numerous. ered the address of WPICOMP III al
Louis, Mo,
Restore Cliiy Statue.
most cordial manner, and it was re
NIGHT Sei1001.- First month's
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 17. (Special.) FRANK JONES--The mualcian and
sponded to in a graceful speech by
Tucker suits, sizes 2 to
tuition free if you clip and mail or
Bonet New Mexico Statehood. .
The
grand
barber,
lodge
Is
of
now
Masons voted
with Avant & Morton. present this notice within the
the state regent, Mrs. C. D. Chenault.
next
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 17.-That
6' years.
to restore the statue of ilenry Clay 404 Broadway, and would be pleased
Mrs. Humphrey then presented Mrs.
five days to Draughonat Practical
New Mexico is in earnest In the fight
at Lexington..
to see all his old customers. For mu- iluainees
Cbenault with a large bflaich of Amer!
College
(inforporsted)
for statehood Is indicated by an en can Beauty
sk( /call old phone 991-a..
roses, the gift of the Fin11 4 % Broadway, Patitteah
Old
thuslastic magsmeeting held here to- castle chapter.
Thieves Steal Ores-coat.
LOST -On
Kentucclgy avenue. phone 1755 asking for spgrticulars of
day whed Santa Fe county took the
The chief -Interest of the election I
Thieves tottered the Knowles roil-- BreadWay or Jefferson. an old. point this remarkable offer. If
you desire,
initiative in organising a statehood centered In the contest
Drusvgli4ta
deuce, 41,5 Kentucky avenue, yester- lace handkerchief valued as an heir- quit at end of month, owing
between the
nothing.
league.
A statehood cotiventIon friends of Mrs. Sallie Marshall
Rik anti Browfway. app. Neff House.
aftrnoon
day
and stole two overcoats loom. Finder please return to this or continue at special rate-$4 a
Hardy.
probably Will be called next month. of Louisville, and Mrs.
belmaging to members of the family. odic* and receive reward.
Cuantnghttn,
month.

ii

idtillpa5t&
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

Hart's Demonstration of

geduced

Majestic Ranges

S.

60c
48c
32c

And

Kinhee Coffee Pots

Is over, consequently 35 homes enjoy well cooked food on the great
Majestic Range, 157 people drink
excellent always the same coffee by
the use of the Kinhee Coffee Pot.
Buy them of Hart and join the army
of happy folks.

LOCAL NEWS

4

6E0. 0. HARTEc
,A SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

I

I

Special Offer

4

ettig.Yet(il-t-ef

HOUSE PAY ROLL

"A hard elle),'.in throueh the chest, difficult
breathing." If this aliotiId be your experience,
send tor your doctor. It may be pneumonia!
I
L
To doctor yourself would be too fitly. If your
oesnotth,tk u doctor cannot come at once, give Aycr's
Ask our doctor vhoj
When he comes, tell him
2.1r_
otoral.
:
,ide Ch CrtY P
,
,you to leic 4 1,,
e
,,,,,thi ,I.e ithef
a.c erre co..
eXaCtIV vle:Lt you have. done.
a.
f ee Chem,
,

TELLS MOW TO MIX IT.

BEAR GETS AWAY

Direction to Trepan.'Simple, Yet Re!Stainer.
markable, Ho
A well-known authority on Rheumatieui gives the following valuable BRUIN ESCAPES HUNTING DOGS
STIPFED, SAY THE LEGISLATIVE
prescripit aluiple and harmless,
IN LOUISIANA BRAKES.
VOTERS' LEAGT1C OF CHICAGO.
tion, which any one can easily prepare at home:
Fluid Extract Dandelion. one half
nails on an
a Little Too
HAD NEVER RIDDEN ON TRAIN. man's life he cuts his
iddre.44 Letter to Speaker Shartleff, ounce; Compound Kargon, one ounce; Preeldeet Was Stationed
Quarry mid
From
average once a week, and at each
three
Away
Sarsaparilla,
Far
on
the
Syrup
Assembly,
,
('ompound
General
of
Trip of Korea's Crown Frince His paring removes a sixteenth of an
ounces.
Subject.
Fine Experience.
Mix by shaking well In a bottle
inch, or the equivalent of a quartee
and
take a teaspoonful after each
out
working
month,
per
inch
an
Seoul. Oct. 17.--The emperor and of
meal and at bedtime.
In a year.. This would
inches
three
for
Stamboul, La., Oct. 17.-If Presicrown prince of Korea left Seoul
Chicago. Oct. 17.-The Legislative
He states that the ingredients can
give him a growth of seven feet six
adRoosevelt had been stationed a
Cheinuipo this afternoon to meet the
has
dent
city
this
of
Voters'
League
be Obtained from any good prescrite
inches during the thirty years he
Japeitese crown prince who is corndressed an open letter to Honorable tion pharmacy at small cost, and, be- few hundred feet further south than
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In the Right Place
At the Right Time
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Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
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Hosiery Mill Help Wanted

I

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

CITY TRANSFER CO
01auber's Stable.

1

TELErliOn 499

i

4

You can use your gas stove
all winter if you heat your
kitchen with our new 6. ..

I

TOKE HEATER I
ATTACHMENT

NINE SUMMERS OLD

t

Can be attached to any
stove. Call at 406 Broadway
and let us show you one.

Early Times

Jack Beam

T

:

46.

-

Paducah Light & Power Co.

us

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one bet
Will cure any ordinary case of Kidbey or bladder trouble. Removes
Seminal
travel, sures Diabetes.
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
teen and women. Said at SO cents
per box mi the no cure no pay basis
by McPiserson's Drug store, Fowls
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu
Nth, or sent by nail upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine CO., LouisMlle. Iv.
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A Rock in the Baltic
By ROBERT BARR,
-In the Midst of

"The Triumphs of ragene
Alarme." 'Speculations el John Steele," ''The Victors."

Aches and Pains in Side, Back
Bones, Swollen Joints All
Disappear.

Etc.

(AI(.E SAMPLE

.0

Of

FREE TO ALL.

KILL

COUCH

-wiTte.Dr. King's
New. Discovery

FOR C8LII's

R. L. McMurtrie

Mattresses

IMP

$52.70

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Preparations for

$2.70

Santo'
Preparations

$1.00

/In

PADUCAH, 814 BROADWAY;
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Louis.

Gilbert'sDrugStore

S. II. WINSTEAD

1

sit, jIttit :AX lode). insisted
the s oman.
"The rules say that only those un-.
tl(!r six can be admitted free," continued the gentleman.
The woman stood still and I8oked
confused for a few minutee. There
with a vivid blush, she
"But she ant six till this afternoon."
The child was admitted.

Certain perfernee aid in maintaining lee I t h ey dest royi I.g disease
g.,:ohs tit these thyineti lemon, mint,
eivendar, emalneua and attar of
roses are' the most valuable.

HENRY AIMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND

Dr. H. T. Hessig

Office 205 S Fourth St.

Watch the
Label
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BAD BLOOD

•
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j ii.., English, or
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win at one*
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nd , Peri • ,att.!nd a
this
Tetertraidiv, letturicele and send this notice (mentioning
college:
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Practical
hut:Lanka' Deming. Bust- peper) to Oraughon's

nankineeto FIVE

sciatica', lumbago,
Have you soy of
Slit' W'its Exact.
As the weather becomes colder the
the symptoms ia5
Itheamanthisaf lione Salvation Army rescue and relief deIt was at a Southern Indiana Chaupains, sciatica or
busier than tauqua where children over six and
shooting pains up partment es becoming
and dawn the leg: ever. These workers believe in seek- under twelve were expected to pay
or
back
aching
ing those in distress and have found half of th full admission rate.
sliould••r blade.,
The lady with the well-grown child
swollen
muscles, many pitiable and deplorable Cases
difficulty in moving In their visits to the houses of the made her appoarance at the turnstile
around .eo you have
feature of this and presented one ticket.
to
la:,
crutches; poor and needy. One
blood thin or skin work is the supply of proper food
"Where's the ticket for the child?"
pule; skin itches
medicine for the sick. Many asked the gate keeper, who could tell
and burns; shifting and
have rendered at a glan
that the child was at
pains; bad breath; Peducah phystetans
gout. 11 -dank. Blood Balm (B. R. B.) their services to the army in these least six.
will ren ore every symptom, because
"I've never had to pay before for
B. B. B. sends a rich tingling flood of cases, particularly in helping those
warm, rich, pure blood direct to the who
temporary assistance her--I didn't hava to pay last year,"
need
paralyzed nerves, bones and joints. giv- around a rough corner in life. Some
hedged the mother.
ing warmth and strength just where it
is needed, and In this way making a In all probability would resort to
"'Well. yau know she's a yuar older
perfect, lasting cure of Riteurnatiem in vice and crime rather than undergo
now than see was last year," said the
1.11 its forms. B. B. It. invigorates the
chagrin of becoming public gate keeper, gentl.
blood, making it pure and rich and at the
same time destroys the active poison charges
or public recipients of
which
Rheumatism.
council
in the blood
charity.
frequently cause Rheumatism. H. D. B.
"Many girls have gone into lives
B. B. B. has made thosands of cures of
rheumatism after ill other medicines, of shame," says Mrs. Captain Meeker
liniments and doctors have failed to
heft, or cure. Weak, sasetis-e Kidneys of the Salvation Army, "because they
frequently cause Ith,-unutti, nt. B. B. it. wore proud and refused to ask for
help or cure. Weak, Inactive Kidaeye
'
If we can find suCh cases in
draining off all disenne matter and all help.
Office
2 to 4 p. m
Mos,:8
uric acid, so the urine flows freely and time we are able by the grace of 1
in.
te id
.1Both Phones 370
naturally.
to
and
clothing
food
proper
God
and
BOTANIC st.00n est.m. (H. a, a.)
la pleasant and safe to ta It, ; composed prevent open shame and hide a mulId, SAMPLE titude of prospective s:ns."
of pure Botanic ingr,
SENT FREE by DItl'Ot ;ISIS or sent 1.y
The relief &pa:Intent of the Salexpress. At al PER i..\ in O.: BOTTLE
vation Army is located in an humble
with directions for lion, ure.
by R. W.
Paducah. Ky..
Sold in
part of town and is reaching out in
Walker & Co., W. J. 0.1bert, Lang
all direction; to save the lost. no
Bros., Alvey & List.

.
_
through the bars, "now, while you are
luxuriating in the menu of the Troezsiontioff I'll give you a sketch of my
:plan for escape."
"Do," said Drummond.
"1 happen to have with me a pair of
bottles containing u substance which
if dissolved in water awl sprinkled on
this rock will disinti,grate it. It proves
rather slow work, t must admit, but I
intend to float in to you out- of the
bottles and the apparatus, so that you
may help me on your side, which plau
has the advantage of giving you useful occupation and allowing us tocomplete our task in belt the time, like the
A Rare Case.
engineers on each side of the Simplou
"She's the most remarkably eidertunnel."
..7y woman I ever saw."
"If there are bars in the lower wa"Doesn't show her age?"
tercourse," objected Drummond,"won't
"Not that. Doesn't seem to re
you run a risk of breaking your bottle
gret it."
itinst them?"
"Not the ellghtest. I have just sent
that much thinuer electric lamp
"Yes, hq works off and on." "Why,
through, but in this case I'll just tie
I heard he had a good, steady job."
up the bottle and squirt gun in my
"So he has, but he's a railroad constocking, attach that to the wire, and
ductor "—Philadelphia Press.
the current will do the rest. You can
unload and I'll pull my stocking back
MEN AND WOMEN.
matter how much it costs in effort
again. If I dared wrench off a table
Cse Big 4 for unnatural
Or expense. The larger percentage
diseharga•Julammations.
and
bottle
t to seam
shove
perhaps
could
I
leg.
letdowns, or oleeratkata
somewhat limited Fettle,"
Outraateet
of cases helped thus far have been
membranes.
syringe through to you from here, leit
-Do you mean to say that only these satisfactor- in results. Any donabum... Neese.. Patxima, and not sautecendead
a
to
come
would
material
tete—.
elle
19MSOMERISAL911. gent or tiononous.
four men are In chaisre of the prison?" tions of clothing, food or money will
Sold by lareggiatia
ummun,
ter In the middle of this tunnel unless
"Practically se, but there is the gar- he acceptable at this time.
or seed la plain wrapper, Thc jailer and ?its assistant cetr at ti
Lbs.
your
within
it
I had a stick to push
by sesame. prescsid. fise
rison as well. The soldiers live in a
The relief bureau is at 222 Tenof
prince.
the
?tests
113.711.
WAN*
g
or
3/4.
reach.
Knit of rooms directly aneve us, and nessee street, new 'phone 1229. Mrs.
CUSSIMY seat oa resseelL,
until
away
work
we'll
well;
The
-Very
to
jailer.
there
the
opinion
Intelligence
brought
as near as I can form an
Captain Sleeker will be glad to send
door clanged shut, and there followed our excel-mien connects and we have are fourteen inea and too officers. for garments, bed
clothes or food.'
you
for
diameter
made it of spfficient
a dead silence.
When a stentner arrives, they draft as Large or small amounts will be used
"Now we ought to hear some eood to squeeze through. You are then in many stilaall/1 as are ne, teeters*, Ungratefully in the Master's service.
eel British enths." said Jerk to him- my cell. We put out our lights, and load the beat,and then the Temmiee go
you eoaceal yourself behind the deur. upatairs again. The military section
self, but the silence comeliest
What's (((((Ina to You.
'1 bad trouble with my t..iscai notch made my
"Hello. Alan." cried Jack through Jailer and man with the lantern come apparently holdirlittle intercourse with
blood ,mitur, My face woe covered with amides
!What's
the use to worry
to
not
careful
very
be
must
as
You
nabbed
in.
rr
w
c...•11 m ai remedy culd
remove I tried the bars. '•1 said you would be
the nine:ate whom they look upon
your t acciirclie and great was my joy when aim
Or to vex your soul
if you didn't leave St. Petersburg. close the doer, because if you once' Jailers. I should judge that the miliafter
Lest the merry dealer .
ratie'! V.:Par:Ted
rvitae
atotht:11"I'y' g;t4/. 641 You'llnely attention to me next time I shove It shut we can't open it from this
tary officer is chief of the reek because
a few bare found relict'
C. J. Past,. 1111 earn Ave., Stew York City. )1. Y.
side, even though It is unlocked and when he tonna the governor.; room lit • Raise the price of coal?
wan; you."
There was no reply, and Jack be- the bolts drawn. It fits like wax and by eleetrielty he demanded .the same Better be complacent
Just bemuse you may
beat For
came alarmed at the continned still- almost hermetically swats the room. for hie gearters. That's [tow I came
Thel3oweis
nese. Then he heard his friend mut- You spring forward and deal the jailer to get upstairs. Now, these stairs are Know he will for certain
with yetir fist one of your justly cele- hewn in the rock, are circular. guarded
Do it anyway.
ter:
brated Enellsh knockliewn blows, im- by Leavy oaken doors top and bottom,
"I'll be seeing visions by and by.
thought my brain was stronger than It mediately after felling the man with and these doors possess steel belts on 'What's the use to borrow
is-could have sworn that was Jack's the lantern. Knowing something of both shies of them. It is thus possible
Trouble in advance,
the weight of your blow, I take it that for either the military authoritiee up- Knowing it will hit you
voice."
recover
will
men
two
the
of
Isolate
to
stairs or the civil authorities
Jack got speedily and quietly doWn. neither
Whin it gets a chance
turned an the invitcb and bopped upon reonsciousness until we have taken off thumselves from the others. In Note Walt its grand arrival
revolvsecured
Plessaat, Palatable Potent, Taste flood On Good.
of a revolt among the soldiers the govthe table again, peering through. Ile their outer garments.
To get truly glum;
levet ,11.011, W•skoon or Orig.. UM St.IN. Neewir
sold ir
Th• genet,* tablet iitmegeed C CC. knew that the stream had now leesorne ers and keys. Then we lock them in, ernor could belt teem Into their attic.
Outranked to cure or your mo. '7 hark
In Simple logic tells you
the outside."
difficulty
on
I
great
sending
and
was
it
find
you
that
and
would
lire
they
of
and
river
a
Sterling Remedy Co., Chmago or N.Y. 600
It Is sure to come.
"My dear Jack, we don't need any geeing out. Now, my plan of proto fge ceiling an untidy, unearthly
ANNUAL SALE,TEN MILLION BOXES glow.
first
The
that.
accomplish
jailer
disarm
to
will
tunnel
cedure Is this: We
Nothing gained by fretting
"Oh. demo It all!" groaned Drum- time these two men come into my and assistant, take their keys, outside
Or by feeling blue;
easily
as
garments and caps. The jailer's togmond, at which Jack roared with room I can knock them down
there."
other fellow's Only Makes you thinner
the
as
and
you,
here
fit
will
gery
laughter.
THE
if reports are true.
"Alan," he shouted, "fish out that
"I thought of that, and perhaps you may do for me. Then we will lock
AND CURE THE LUNGS
electric bulb from the creek 811,1 hold could, but you must remember we have them in here, and if we meet clerk or Wait until misfortune
Hands it to you straight;
it aloft. Then you'll see where you only one shot. If you made a mistake, governor in the passages we will have
are. I'm in the next cell-Jack lee if the lantern man bolted and fired his time to overcome either or both before You with such a prospect
Can afford to wait.
„moue electrician and coppersmith; all pistol and once closed the door-he they are aware of the change. I'll se
orders promptly attended to; best of would not need to pause to lock it- up the circular stair, bolt from the inreferences and prices satisfactory."
why, we are done for. I should be side the upper door and afterward bolt Might as well be joy ful
"Jack, is that really you or have I perfectly helpless in the next room. the lower door. Then we open all the
And to sing a tune,
gone demented"
and after the attempt they'd either cells and release the other prisoners. Knowing there is trouble
the
as
into
(:cliceini from the rock. get
"Oh, you always were demented. drown us or put us into worse cells
Coming pretty seen.
Finnlah fishing boat, keep clear of the You can always figure
Alan. But It is I right enough. Mei far apart as possible."
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG'MOW tES.
up the light AtIll tell me what kind of
"I don't think I should miss tire," two cannon that are up above us niel
You will sure be hit
UAP.ANTKED BATTSFACTOR
a cell you've got."
said Drummond confidently. -Still I rail for the Swedish coast. 'We can't And from every quarter
west.
OR hf 3NEY REFUNDLD.
orders."
travel
to
obey
suronly
hare
will
Drnmmopd,
and
cried
We
point
miss it.
"Horrible!"
see the
vimmemisne
Get the worst of it.
"My official twelition on the reek ever sad ultimately we are safe. There Is
veying his situation. "Walls appar—Nashville .emerican.
ently of selitrrock, and this attNially • since I arrived has been that of elec- enly one danger, which is that we may
stream running across the door."
trical tutor in chief to the governor. I make our attempt when the steamer is
Card Knowledge.
"how are you furnished? Shelf of have started his dynamo working and here, hut we must chance that."
The expert bridge player's little
rock, stone bench?"
have wired such portions of the place
"Isn't there any way of finding out?
daughter was a model Sunday school
; there's a table, cot bed and n as were not already wired before. Couldn't you pump the governor?'
"No.
Old Phone 812.
scholar,
according to
Lippincott's.
wooden chair."
During these 'mittens I hare kept my
his
on
much
very
always
is
"He
"Why, my dear man, what are you eyes open. So far an the prison is con- guard and is a taciturn man. The mo- Toward the close of the year her
Manufacturer of
growilpg about? They have glen you cerned, there are the governor, a sort ment the tunnel is finished I shall teacher said: "Susie, if you conone of the best rooms in the hotel. of head clerk, the jailer and his assist- question about sonic further electrical tinue to know your lessons so well
You're in the star chamber."
ant-four men, and that is all. The material, and then perhaps I may get you will have a good conduct card
"Where In the itauae of heaven are jailer's assistant appears to be the a hint about the steamer. I imagine for every Sunday in the year:"
we?'
cook ef the place, although' the cook- she comes irregularly, so the only safe
"My!" said Susie, "That'll be a
"Didn't you recognize the rock from ing done is of the most limited descrip- pian would be for us to make our at- whole deck, won't it?"
furniture Stored and Packed
the deck of a steamer?'
tion. The black bread is brought from tempt just after she had departed."
"I never saw the_cleck of a steamer?" St. Petersburg. I think, as also tinned
'Would there. be any chance of our
St
iellescr
The Evening Sun- Me. a wee&
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"Then bow dill you come here?"
meat and soup, PO the cuisine is on a finding a number of the military downroom
my
in
a
letter
was
writing
"I
stairs?"
wheu imam one threw a sack over my
"I don't think so. Now that they
head and fled me up in a bundle, se
have their electric light they spend
that it was a close shave I wasn't
their time playing cards and drinking
smothered. I was taken in what i
vodka."
suppose was n cab and flung into what
"Very well. Jack; that scheme seems
a
of
hold
I afterward learned was the
reasonably feasible. Now get through
steamer. Wheti the ship stepped, I
your material to me and Issue your inwas carried like a sack of meal on
Worth of the famous
structions."
some one's shoulder and unhampered
before a gaunt specter In uniform in a
Memphis, Tenn.— October
(To be continued in next lame.)
room so dazzling with electric light
For16, round trip, $5.25,
a
was
That
that I could hardly see.
reseCavalry.
few minutes ago. Now I am here and
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
starving. Where is this prison?"
TAR AND CANCNALAGUA
134rmingham, Ala. — Round
"Like the mikado, as Kate would
For the complete cure of -Connive, Colds,
trip $9.35, Oct. ipth and 20th
Asthma, and Pronchit's and •11 Lung r. m
any, the authorities are bent on mak
pl dens tending ti Consumption, Liv•rWert.
return Oct. 27th----Account
You
crime.
the
fit
lag the punishment
I Tar arid Wild Cb•rry have for ages main Press Clubs.
(amid an established reputation sit • tastdard
are in the Rock in the Baltic, which
Cough Remedy it COD ,sios no upturn Ot %NMI
yours.
of
gun
that
with
at
fired
you
tn: ding as he riven with *cloy to children.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
Price5i.00 Sold by Alvey &!I t.
told you these suave officials at St.
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
Williams Wet Co., Crops., Cleveland,0.
were playing with yeti."
Petersburg
return Oct. 19th — Account
here.
you
put
they
have
why
"But
On the GO.
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
for
Jack?"
most indefatigable
the
is
"Who
"Oh, I was like the.good dog Trey.
Home Seekers' tickets to alt
member of the Cabinet?"
who associated with questionable cornpoints In the south and south"It's hard to tell. Root covered
into
get
and
thus
suppose,
I
Teeny.
west, including New Orleans.
miles last year. but they say
171100
be
glad
to
r;fould
We
•
trouble."
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
hasn't slept in a real bed
that
Taft
"I'm sorry."
at our
call
you
have
Worth, Oklahotna and Indian
months."
for
six
to
"You ought to be glad. I'm golly!,
Territory, at about one fare
store -and let us explain
get out of this lace, and I don't befor the round trip, good reWIT•TAAMS• KIDNEY PILT•S,
lieve you could break jail unasalated
this remarkable offer to I Have
turning for thirty days.
Now on sale at
you neglected your kidneys?
in twenty years. Here is where science
nervous
your
overworked
Demiyou
say,
'lave
I
you.
confronts brutality.
Jamestown, Va. — Expranastern and caused trouble with your
mond. bring your table over to the corHave yen
Con, April 19th to November
and bladder?
talk
Free delivery to any kidneys
ner and mount it, then we can
pans in loins, side, back, groins and
3ath-15 days; $23.75. Coach
without shouting. Not much chance of
bladder? Hate you a flabby appart of the city,
excursions on special dates;
pearance of the tare espeelelly tinier
4th and Broadway
any one outside heatring us even If we
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
Both phones 756.
the eyes? If so, Williams' Kidney
do clamor, but this is a damp situation,
• 10.days,
Drugg4ats.
you—at
throat.
Either Phone No. 77.
cure
the
will
Pills
anti loud talk' is bad for
Price 50c.
For information, apply to
Cut a slice of that brown bread and
Williams, Mfg. CO., Props., Cleve.
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
lunch with me. You'll find It not half
land, 0.
especialEngland,
in
bay
you
as
bad,
Depot.
Union
Broadway or
•
ly when you are hungry. Now," con
J. T. DONOVAN,
-Agent for original Allegrettl
The mon are few and wise who do
tinned Jack as his friend stood oppo113rugglut
Agt .11,y Ticket Cffiee
tiandllea
•
teiia
for
preocrihe
can
they
,
think
not
byeurtewaseut.
site him and they found
end Bread way.
Seventh
H. M. PRATHER,
t10Studying
world
without
old
poor
that their combined reach was not long
j see-se.,
Agent 1; ton Dspot
chit medicine,
_
euougli te enable them to shake hands
4.,
elignal$11111111111111111111111111111MSOININIPIIII
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(Continued from last leaue.)
Jack heard the jailer growl, "This
loaf of bread will last'you tot four
days," but as this statement was made
in Russian it conveyed no more wean•
het to the Englishman than had his
own pretest of a moment before

FREE

A COTTISE

MAIL short
FR EE"

By Taking Botanic Blood Balm, Thou- Rescue and Relief Department Kept *muse, LAW.
Busy—Plea Made By Mie.
sands of Rheumatics Cured By
Sleeker, of Local Cortes.
Its Use.

Copyright. 1906. by Robert Barr.
Sy Arrangement with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New Tort.

CATILIKVI

BUSINESS
PRACTICAL
Schcels
K own as the Up-te-hait
POSITIONS SECURED or MONI:Y RE} UNDED

WANTS MONEY AND CLOTHING
FOR THE POOR.
or

alsu.dild,

_.•4a rhos- of
Valmont." 'gelds."

Ia.!' rsed by lictintss Mot. Inorporaied. $300,000.00 CatEM
Jan. F. Draugboa, rret.
4 29 Cellegcs in 16 States,
'
IlLOVIATIO
Safe
j Kchabit

1-A SM SALYRION ARMY
RHEUMATI
CURE

KENTUCKY.
Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work a specialty.

look Binding,

NEV STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS. ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
west and beat hotel in the my.
Two large imunpie
kart-8 $2.00.
looms. Bath rooms. Electric Lights.
I The only centrally located Hotel la
lie city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE BO.LIC!rom.
ST. LOUIS & TI

Ky;

Rid

PACKET

\\ I

I

RI%Ill

COMPANY.

(Incorporated.)

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

FOR TRF: TF:NNESSF:E RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Ti•11110tisee River
Elery Wednesday at 4 I).
A. W. witutitur
EUGENE ROBINSON

The, company is not responsible
lfor involle charges unleas collected
1,p, clerk of the ho-it.
Sreecial excursion rates from Paducah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
, trip $R 00. heaves Paducah every
•Wednesday at 4 p.

Corninc ncing

SATURDAY

I

les% 11.I.E. P .• I) C A H
C.‘11Ito LINE.
(Incorporated.)

i

INsVILLE-DIDU('.•11 PACKETS

We will sell until

TUESDAY
One 35c Tooth Brush,
one 25c package of Rex'
all tooth paste, powder
or liquid for

45c
We make this concession to introduce the
Rexall tooth preparations.

McPHERSON'S
Drug

Store

Master
Clerk

AND

(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Illopk:na leave Parturah for Evansville and way landings at 11 a. in.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
1.citves Paducah for Cairo and way
I 1.,nitings at S a. in. sharp, daily, exesset Suielity. Special excursion rates
item in effect from -Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
;and room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further information ittply to
;FI, A. Fowler, General Pam Agent, or
iGiven Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
1Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway.

SON
&
CE
NAN
GUY
Undertakers and Embalmers
Paducah, Ky.

211.213 S. Third St,

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY
18 BY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR

RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

TENNESSEEc:ULEPHONE COMPANY
We have several good driving horses for Foie at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented, Call and see them.

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED

limy and buirding San.

Furth Strut-awl lents* Anne.

Foreman Bros. iNovelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop;
Phonees 787
1132434 N.Fourth-st. .
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HARRY E. PIXLER

Death For Heretics, Says Good Old
Doctor-Revival of Middle Ages

WELL KNOWN 1.0t'031oTIVE ENGINEER IS DEAD.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 17.-The flounced that to preserve the peace
Dr. Robert M. Patterson, a minister of the meeting further discussion at.
of the Presbyterian church, who is Dr. Pattersou's speech would not be
well known in Albany, Chicago and allotted.
Philadelphia, and who has lived in
ARMY OF CUMBERLAND.
Malvers, a suburb of this city, since
his retirement front the ministry several years ago, caused an uproar in Meet in Annual Session at Chat 1.141100.
gat-Thinning ttillIkS.
the Presbytery that met here today
by declaring that the death pettalt)
Should be inflicted upon all herettes.
Chattanooga. Tenn., Oct. 17.-- A
blasphemers and coreepondents tu ail small though dignified body of setdi von* cases.
eral hundred men filled the prettW
Persons who sought out afliniees decorated assembly hall of the Read
should be harshly dealt with by law. House today at the opening of th,
said Dr. Patterson, and the death annual reunion of the Society of the
penalty should be established as the Army of the Cumberland. Death had
punishment for attacks on women.
since the last meeting, removed set Dr. Patterson had been scheduled eral prominent members of the seon the program of the Presbytery for
Speech on John Calvin.
Gen. Gate P. Thurston, of Nash
Wants !Math for Many.
title, called -the gathering to order
The first thing
said when he got
and presided over the opening sesup to speak was:
sion. which was devoted to an ex"If I had my was about it I would
greetings and the reading
have an executioner called iu to dem; change of
reports. This evening
annual
the
of
toith ell heret:es and blasphemer,.
Burning at the tdske would be too; the annual oration will be delivered
good for those who revi:e religion by vol. M B. Fitch, of Peebio, Col.
and take the Lord's name in valn.I who was an inspector-g..neral and
The growth of heresy is such todayi fought at Chickamauga. 'the reunion
that nothing but measures like this will continue over tomorrow.
can stop It.
"I would requisition the services FONTANET IS BURYING
ITS VI(TIMS THIS DAY.
of the executioner also far those despicable persons who make divorces
neceesary by their hisiduous mat-hiFontanet, Ind., Oct. 17. -Vice Peas
nations betwen husband and wife.
ident Dupont. of the Dupont Powder
'And for those who, under the: company. arrived today, and after
guise of an artistic temperament or seeing that the work of making the
micontrollable faecination. take unto residents comfortable was well unthemseltes aninities, forsaking their; der way, at onee began an investigaLawful wives. I would have the law'tion of the cause of the disaster. Gov
recommend harsh punnet:melt
Exe-: Haley left town last night and proe
ention also should be the penishnrieut. ably will order another company of
for attacks on women.''
militia to Fontanel. to remain as
When Dr. Patterson had finished necesary. Today the saddened town
speaking the Rev Dr. John Wheaton, Is burying its dead. Funerals were
the pastor of Mizpah Pieebytertan'
Feld in tents this morning as early as
(hutch of Philadelphia, ruse to di.daylight.
dare that such pronounceirents were
too radical for expression in the presPLANNING HIGH TIME.
ent day.

Fur Many Years He Lived in Paducah and Funeral Will Be
Here.

Some Shoe Factories
Some factories make ,heels and other parts of a
shoe out of paper and you can't tell the differcrce
between the paper and real leather---until you have
worn the shoes.
But there are no paper shoes here. Honest
leather, every scrap of it, as the display in our window shows conclusively.
All have had to measure up to our high standard ot quality and down to our low standard of price.

Men's Shoes, $2.00 to $6.00
Ladles Shoes, $1.50 to S5-00
Children's Shoes, 50c to $2.50

LENDLER t LYDON
309 Broadway. Phones 673
We Carry the Union Store Card

Near Claret Over Views.
!tie 1-'untl
Citizen. of Frieets alake
The Rev. R. C. McCook. formera
for Ikaiteiietritteen.
tabernac:e.
pastor of the Presbyterian
got to his feet with SO 111 e heat and
Waslengtoa. 'Oct. 17.- Cittzena of
declared that instead of being radical. Dr. Patterson was ultra-conser Cal fornia. particularly of San FranVative. He had barke dbeck to the: cisco. are making ready to give a
thought of the niidcHe ages. said Di royal reception to the great battleMeCook, and his ideals were those of ship fleet when It paS4WS into Golden
the inquisitors In Spain and the ant,-; Gate next ,ispring. The general committee tot entertainment and recepyam! religionists of Germany.
le en form& comprising
'There is no 111S11 ID the Presb3 tion
terian church like Dr. Patterson to- every one of the great commercial
day. I hope." said Dr. McCook lit reganizations of the city, and an adeconclusion. This roieted Dr. Pitifer- quate supply ef funds to defray the
son's Ire and he started to,make a cost of entertainment.
spirited reply. Others tr!ed to stillials
at the sane time, and lire- meeting
A crank .s a man who knows a:I
was in an uproar. The moderator about a subject which you know
presiding pounded'for order and an- nothing about.
_ - 7
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AND FANCY ---

Di

Mr. Harry P. Pixier, it) years old.
for years a resident of Paducah, died
at 1:10 o'clock this morning at Perryville. Teun., of stomach trouble after an illness of many weeks. News
with
of his death will be received
much regret by his many Paducah
friends.
He was an engineer on the Lexington and Perryville branch of the N..
t'. & St. L., and for 15 years ran out
of Paducah. A little more than a year
ago he was assigned to the Perryville branch, and had bppn running
out of that city since. He was married and leaves a wife and three chitdrtu. This morning Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Berger, of South Eleventh
street, left for Perryville o bring the
body to Paducah for burial. No
funeral arrangements will be made
until the body reaches here, which
will be at 8:110 o'clock tonight.

just been
creaFancy
tions in Pillow Tops, Cords,
Embroidered Table Covers, Renlymade Pillows, Drawn Linens and
Art Draperies.
We are very anxious for you to
visit this part of the store when convenient and sec the immense line of
these goods we carry.

department has
THIS
supplied with the newest

PILLOW TOPS
-

s Ashby.
TI
.care old, a farThomas Ashby
mer, died Gals morning at 5 o'clock
of a complication Of 41/teases after an
tline,s of several weeks. He came
here front the county about one year
ago and resided at 820 North Sixth
street. He was married and leaves
is wife and several children. The
funeral will be conducted tomorrou
morn eg at the residence. The burial
will be in Oak Grote cemetery.

Of all description in Fancy Denim, Tapestry,
Satin, Silk, Land embroidered and comic art
50c, 59e up to $7.50
Cords to match._

95e and 50c

FANCY TABLE PIECFS
Fancy Silk Embroidered Table Pieces, hand
embroidered on art linens and denims: very
$4, $4.50, $7 and $7 50
pretty

Glandeon of Grant (lemon.
Washington. I). C., Oct. 17.--The
state department has designated Algernott Sartorls. of the District of
Columbia. to he secretary of the legation at Montevideo. Mr. Sartoris
is the grandson of President Grant

DRAWN LINFN P.ECES

-Nine out of ten of the ewe/miters
59e to $4.50
Real hand work
'become interested in the work and you beree might
e been held by
assist their children in this study at effective advertisting. .The tenth one,
25e to 75c and up
New Art Draperies
home.
nothing c0111441 influence.
•
Tomorrow morning the High school
orchestra will play several numbers
DRY oOoD.,&
This morning Mrs. George B. Hart as u feature of the morning opening
CA RPET.9
with It will be the first appearance of the
entertained the High school
orcheetra this 'season, and hereaftt r
ciOXBOR0
rendition of several piano numbers.
TiiE SIRS
semi-monthly concerto will be tea:
6111
0
among
Interest
In order to increase
ured.
PL
ST
TNE
Cr
;"
RI°P
O
"THE. DAYLIG
parents In school work, Supt. John A
Miss Mamie Noble, who had been
Carnagey .will contribute to The Sun
Iwo days on account of
articleshearang on school work, Eaeh out of school
ditties this
her
Illness,
resumed
the
article. bearing on
Monday
morning at Washington school.
subje-t of EngHsli in city schools. He
1
Miter May Ellis. of the Franklin
will 'treat the matter in its many
, Electrical effects by Jerome.
Theatrit al .ennouncentertt„
•IP.
AP.
forms, and believes that parents will school. is ill exelay and Miss Clara
Double sextette of Insanitary exbe
lu
eel
produced
trial
The Thaw
- Winston is acting as a substitute
C LOTHES
perts and a strictly adequate cast---,
Decentber
Miss Winston Is a member of the
The Master
Words by Blackstone. music by courier-Journal.
cadet class.
GETS IL"
Coke.
('roll Mfg 11ship"
The Vv.-wing sni.--10e. a Iff•'ell
Gowns by Redfern
lialloon Races Postponed.
St. Louis. Oct. 17.-The Yee/title;
conditions interfered with t1
,
of the two ballooning *hips
compete in the international clip
Monday and the trial ascents plane
you have confidence in; style.
Mess:
for today were pontponed
quality right; clothes that
fit
it
represent
Leve,
and
(limiter
only feel good to you, but
not
,France, arrived today, leaving Ps
Meckle, of the third German teat::
look good to others.
and Major H. B. Hersett, who w 1
pilot the United States, the or.
First time you get a snit
yet to come. Every bailie
[Mote
--.1don't fed that way about
you
Rhin a•
being carefully guarded to make - :t
ome
know wLat the right
you'll
repetition
that there will be no
the Santos Dumont affair. when O.
kind are worth.
Brazilian's airship envelope was ri
ped before the races at the we
The name Roxboro is
fair. It was learned that errata.
that we have confidence
one
mente have been made by aero clul.
in; it is a sign of what's best
of St. Louis and New York to pain:
in clothes; when you know
the shores of the Great Lakes Mot
day night when it Is feaeed some te
you're in a Roxboro snit, you
the aeronauts may drift over
that nobody else is
know
lakes and be unable to cros-
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It's worth money
to you to wear clothes

better dressed.
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•
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t21

-

-Bush in New York Wood.

Broke Workl'm Auto Record.
Birmingham. _Oct. 17.-Ch:
Strang. a nephew of Walter (Three
tottered the world's record of oh
mile in an automobile for circle
track. here today, by covering ti •
dtstance in 51 ::-5 seconds. The pr
vions record was held by the Pith
Christie, who went it in 52 set-out at Minnette• - September 10.

Get into one of them

here

EYES EXAMINED FREE
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STEINFELD OPTICAL CO.
609 BROADWAY.

Tomorrow is Harbour's 370 Friday Bargain Sale
A GREAT

sALE

oF IttE‘UTIF1 I.

eoriel of novelties will be ready
Ft kitty . New York sear( ely speaks
before we reproduce her most deAbroad range
lightful creations.
of all that is correct and up-to-date
will be on sale Friday at most temptlug pri•-.'s.

tonierrow at only 91c a
)ard.
A CLOAK SALE WITHOUT .1
PliK4.'F:DENT.
Choice of fourteen ;III, $12 and
$15 Plaid Coats tomorrou, Friday,
ter only $5 each.
Choice of twelve all wool. Covert
Cloth Coats worth $10, for only $5
each.

A (ittFAT su,F. oF DRKss
Futitits.
Ali Skirt lengths. Salt surges and

Choice of $25 and VI, Caracul
Coats for only $18 tomorrow. Friday.
Choice of women's 419 Leather
Brown SkIrta for $6.75.
Choice of 54) women's heavy Skirts
that have sold from $5 to $8, for only
$2.no tomorrow, Friday.

shorter remit:Ante sill be sold tomorrow away under reeula• prices to
clear them out in a day. Some a
fourth, some a third and some only
half of the original price*
$1.25 (treat:trine] erlee, In en eel.

KNIT UNDERWEAR BARGAINS.
Boys' Heavy Fleeced Union Suits
tomorrow, Friday. 21e.
Girls' Heavy Fleeted Union Suits
tomorrow. Friday. 21e.
Boys' Extra Heavy Fleeced Shirts
and Drawers tomorrow, I riday, 24e
each.
Women's Jersey Heavy
Ribbed
Heavy Fleeced Vests and Pants tomorrow. Friday. 24e each.
Ladies' Knit Short Skirts, other
stores Sur kinds here tomorrow. Friday, at 25c each.
Women's Heavy All Wool Pants
and Vests, the $1 medicated kind,
here tomorrow. Friday, at 75e.
Women's Extra Heavy Jersey Ribbed Fleeced lined Vests and Pants,

superb quality, tomorrow. Friday. at
48c each.
FltIDA I' AND SATURDAY,
Iloys' Knee Pant Suits.
Some regular $4 Suits for $2.95.
Some regular $3.5.0 Suits for $2.50
BOYS' OVERCOATS.
Sizes 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. actual $4
values, for $1.50.
MEN'S P15Th.
Regular $2 values for $1.5.0 a pair
Regular $5 values for $3.50 a pair,
MEN'S FUR HATS.
Regular $1 values Friday 75e.
Regular $1.50 values Friday $1.01)
Regular $2 values Friday U.:Se
Men's Heavy Fleeced UndershIrte
and Drawers special Friday and Saturday at 48c a garment.

_

Harbour's Department Store
Aso - •

.

EXTRAORDINARY SHOE SELLING
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
Lot women's $3 and $3.50 Shoes
$1.95. The lot includes tome of the
hest makes of women's $3 iind $3.50
Shoes in the city. Special Friday and
Saturday at per pair $1.93.
tiCH(K)L SHOES.
Special Friday and Saturday at per
pair 75c to $1.50.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT FIRJDAY
IN lb.. Granulated Sugar for..
20 Tbs. Light Brown Sugar for $1.0'0
3 boxes Search Light Matches for 14)e
19c
Irish Potatoes, per peck
Nice Cabbage, per pound .... i. 1 eic

or

Columbia's Evapotated Crean',
per ran
Condensed Milk, per can

-

tanop.Starch, per lb
Tooth Picks, per box
Picnic Hams, per lb.
Fresh Eggs, per dozen
21 lb bag Omega Flour
24 lb bag Dupont', Best Flour,.
Nice fresh Cream Cheese, per lb
Ger Pride Oats, per package ..
Egg-O-See, per package
Macaroni, per packahe .....
2 lbs. Keg Soda
Pure Apple Vinegar, per gallon
Coal 011, per galkin
2 2e lb Calls Corn for

Ic
9c
le

I

It
or
Noe
65c
211e
Se
Sc
9C
Sc
25e
12c
15c

North Third Street
JUST OFF BROADWAY
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